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Introduction

Tort law is a branch of private law, and it is often said that private law’s first principle involves the correction and reparation of a committed wrong.\(^1\) Viewed exclusively from this bilateralist perspective, it may appear that tort law is only concerned with individuals, and more specifically, the parties before the court. This article however, seeks to demonstrate that whilst it may very well be true that tort law prioritises individual entitlements, it does not inappropriately do so at the expense of the public interest. In Part I, we explore the primacy of individual considerations in the law of tort and its apparent neglect of wider community welfare concerns. In Parts II and III, two lines of argument are offered to refute this claim. The first approach relies on a careful analysis of the case law in showing that judges do, when deciding tort cases, accord due weight to relevant public-interest factors. The second argument given in Part III is that the concept of tort liability is inherently contributory to the public interest.

I. The priority of individual entitlements\(^2\)

As mentioned, tort law’s primary concern has to do with righting a civil wrong, and as Jules Coleman put it, “tort law is best explained by corrective justice.”\(^3\) Tort liability is imposed when the defendant violates a claimant’s right to which he had a correlative obligation; and therefore the defendant is imposed on a duty to compensate for causing that damage. From this perspective alone, it is hard not to view tort disputes as a matter purely related to individual

---


\(^2\) For the purposes of this article, ‘entitlement’ shall be interpreted to mean \textit{legal} entitlement, as opposed to moral entitlement.

interests. Indeed, it would be both untrue and unhelpful to say that tort law does not prioritise individual entitlements. Such prioritisation can also be found manifested in the case law: under the former two-stage approach in Annes v Merton LBC, interparty factors, such as the proximity between parties or the remoteness of harm, enjoy a priority in the process of determining a duty of care.  

A different, and more difficult, question is whether tort law prioritises these individual factors to the neglect of the wider public interest. The appearance of such dereliction may be attributed to two reasons. Firstly, under the Annes approach, and the similarly pluralist approach suggested by Andrew Robertson, community welfare considerations are relevant only if the courts deem that interpersonal justice supports the finding of liability. This can lead to the impression that cases are decided on the basis solely on interpersonal factors, especially in cases where interpersonal factors are sufficient in themselves to deny liability, such as where the harm is too remote. The second reason has to do with judges’ interests in promoting their authority and independence. Understandably, judges have a stake in creating the appearance that their decisions are shaped entirely by the application of legal principles onto individual facts. If the influence of policy seems apparent, they may risk giving right purists, an opening to criticise the judiciary for being unauthorised lawmakers. Today, judges in many recent Supreme Court decisions have openly downplayed the relevance of policy considerations in their decision-making processes. In Robinson v Chief Constable of West Yorkshire Police, Lord Reed emphasised that the courts should apply established principles of law, rather than basing their decisions on their assessment of public policy.  

However, forceful these comments may be, the concerns of Lord Mance in his dissenting speech in Robinson are self-evident. His Lordship was sceptical that “the courts are not

---

7 [2018] UKSC 4. This was summarised in Poole Borough Council v GN [2019] UKSC 25, 64 (Lord Reed).
influenced by policy considerations,” and thought that it would be “unrealistic to suggest that.”

Indeed, Lord Reed’s comments seem inconsistent with past developments where the courts have duly given weight to relevant policy considerations. To demonstrate this, the next Part shall outline four common thematic public-interest considerations that have dictated, or at least heavily influence, the outcomes of tort cases.

II. The precedent argument: public-interest concerns form part of the judicial reasoning in tort cases

(a) Avoiding conflict with other legal or moral obligations

Firstly, courts will avoid imposing liability where it will result in a conflict of legal or moral duties on the part of the defendant. This is most obvious in the law of defamation, where an aptly named defence of ‘publication on the matter of interest’ is recognised under section 4 of the Defamation Act 2013. Formerly known at common law as the Reynolds privilege, named after Reynolds v Times Newspapers Ltd, this grants publishers immunity from liability if the statement complained of was on a matter of public interest and the publisher reasonably believed that releasing the statement was in such public interest. Lord Nicholls warned that “the court should be slow to conclude that a publication was not in the public interest and, therefore, the public had no right to know, especially when the information is in the field of political discussion.” Unlike the affairs of private citizens, of which publication rarely goes without liability, affairs of government and public servants are privileged because everyone in
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8 Ibid, [84].
9 See, for instance, the policy rationales proposed for the illegality defence in private law, one of which includes avoiding inconsistencies in the law which would jeopardise the integrity of the legal system: Patel v Mizra [2016] UKSC 42, [1] and [93].
10 Defamation Act 2013, s 4.
12 Defamation Act 2013, s.4(1).
13 n 9, 205.
a community, in theory at least, is concerned with their conducts and activities. Accordingly, the public has a right to discuss them and receive reports of their behaviours through the media. This provides a striking example of an instance where matters of the community interest are prioritised over individualistic considerations (here, the defamee’s right to reputation). Simon Brown LJ in *Al-Fagih v HH Saudi Research* went so far as to say that the media’s right to freedom of expression, especially in the field of political discussion “is of a higher order… than the right of an individual to his good reputation.”

Another instance where imposition of liability might be at odds with our other legal and moral duties are the defamation cases involving the report of crimes, as illustrated in *Byrne v Deane.* In that case, a poem was hung on the bulletin board of the defendant’s club proclaiming that the claimant had informed the police about the slot machines in the clubhouse. Slesser LJ, holding that no liability in defamation can arise, said, “to allege of a man… that he has reported certain acts, wrongful in law, to the police, cannot possibly be said to be defamatory of him in the minds of the general public.”

**(b) Ensuring just compensation for victims and efficient allocation of loss**

Secondly, courts have also demonstrated an inclination in placing the burden of liability on the party who is better positioned to prevent the harm or is insured, to provide a practical remedy for those who have suffered injury.

This is apparent in the sector of law as regards liability for asbestos-induced illnesses. As a starting point, a claimant who sues for negligence must prove that her injury had the necessary causal connection with the defendant’s tortious conduct. Although the orthodox ‘but for’ test serves claimants well in relatively standard cases, the crop of cases involving asbestos-
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14 [2002] EMLR 13, [26].
15 [1937] KB 818.
16 Ibid, 832.
17 See *Barnett v Chelsea & Kensington Hospital Management Committee* [1969] QB 428.
induced illnesses have proven more difficult. The well-known facts of *Fairchild v Glenhaven Funeral Services* best illustrate this. The claimants contracted mesothelioma after being exposed to asbestos by multiple employers during the course of employment, however medical knowledge could not associate the disease with any one employer. Facing this “rock of uncertainty” as Lord Bingham put it, the House of Lords turned to *McGhee v National Coal Board* for hope, and concluded that the defendants could be made liable for merely increasing the risk of the claimants’ injury.

When formulating this principle, Lord Bingham was very much aware of the potential injustice it may cause to the defendants. His Lordship acknowledged that there was a possibility that “an employer may be held liable for damage he has not caused”, and as was the case in *Fairchild*, “[t]he risk is the greater where all the employers potentially liable are not before the court.” Nonetheless, his Lordship held that,

“there is a strong policy argument in favour of compensating those who have suffered grave harm, at the expense of their employers who owed them a duty to protect them against that very harm and failed to do so, when the harm can only have been caused by breach of that duty and when science does not permit the victim accurately to attribute, as between several employers, the precise responsibility for the harm he has suffered.”

The important point in this case is that proof of causation was physically impossible on the basis of current medical knowledge. Under the orthodox rules of causation, the defendants in *McGhee* and *Fairchild* were entitled to have the benefit of doubt given to them, as it could not be proven on the balance of probabilities which of them actually caused the injury. The
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18 [2003] AC 32.
20 n 18, [33].
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid, [153].
23 n 19.
24 n 18.
courts, however, felt compelled not to adhere strictly to such principles, as it would lead to an injured claimant bearing the loss of a risk she did not create.

Effective victim compensation can also be seen as the underlying motivation behind Lord Rodger’s dissent in Barker v Corus, the next episode of the asbestos saga. His Lordship opined that if the majority’s position, that liability under Fairchild should be several, was taken, “claimants will often end up with only a small proportion of the damages which would normally be payable for their loss.” Instead, his Lordship advocated for joint and several liability, even though this might lead to, in his words, “a form of rough justice” on the part of the defendants. Indeed, when section 3 of the Compensation Act 2006 eventually gave effect to Lord Rodger’s position, the “draconian consequences” that subsequently followed did not prevent the Supreme Court in Sienkiewicz v Grief from allowing the claimants’ claim for redress.

(c) Avoiding the overburdening of defendants

Thirdly, and quite opposite to the previous consideration, the courts are wary of ‘opening up the floodgates of liability’, potentially resulting in a situation where numerous individual claims are brought against a large number of defendants, or where the burden of liability would be disproportionate.

The latter was the prevailing consideration in Barker. Four of the five Law Lords thought that if liability under the Fairchild principle mimicked the joint and several nature of liability under the usual causation rules, the result would have been out of proportion to the defendants’ contribution to the chance of the disease. One of the key motivators in the majority’s conclusion is the fact that at the time of the appeal, many asbestos-using employers have become insolvent, uninsured or untraceable. This was explicitly recognised by Lord Walker, who said that “[i]n

25 [2006] 2 AC 572, [89].
26 Ibid, [90].
27 Compensation Act 2016, s 3.
29 n 25.
such cases a single solvent employer... might be faced, in the absence of proportionately limited liability, with a very heavy liability for a relatively short period of tortious exposure during employment with that employer.”  

The concern about exposing a disproportionate amount of liability to an indeterminate class of defendants is also one of the traditional policy arguments given to justify the law’s reluctance to impose a duty of care in omissions cases. In Stovin v Wise, this took the form of Lord Hoffmann’s “why pick on me?” argument. A duty to prevent harm to others, his Lordship said, “may apply to a large indeterminate class of people who happen to be able to do something. Why should one be held liable rather than another?” And in the specific context of failures to act by the police force, Lord Templeman in Hill v Chief Constable of West Yorkshire was critical of the fact that if such a duty existed, “every citizen will be able to require the court to investigate the performance of every policeman.”

(d) Preventing the manifestation of adverse behavioural effects

Finally, the courts also consider whether recognising liability may encourage negative practices and/or discourage beneficial ones. Where imposing liability for failure to act might motivate defensive practices or the diversion of resources from otherwise beneficial activities, for example, courts have in some instances refused to recognise a duty of care. In Hill, Lord Keith refused to exclude the possibility that a recognition of liability may lead to policing activities being carried out in a “detrimentally defensive frame of mind.” Similarly, when considering whether a landlord owed a duty of care to warn a tenant of potential danger, Lord Hope in Mitchell v Chief Constable of South Wales Police expressed worries that an
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30 n 20, [108].
34 Ibid, 65.
35 See n 4, 442.
36 n 31, 63.
affirmative duty would “deter social landlords from intervening to reduce the incidence of anti-social behaviour” and that if a claim was allowed, such legal proceedings “would involve them in a great deal of time, trouble and expense which would be more usefully devoted to their primary functions.” In these instances, the court’s concern is evidently not with the implications that a finding of liability may have on the correlative rights and duties of the claimant and the defendant in a given case, rather it looks beyond that to consider the effects of tortious liability on the wider population.

Admittedly, however, this consideration is considered to be relatively weak and is often readily dismissed by the courts mostly for its speculative basis. This was recognised by Lord Toulson in Michael v Chief Constable of South Wales Police, who said that “the court has no way of judging the likely operational consequences of changing the law of negligence in the way that is proposed.” His Lordship draws attention to the fact that former disciplinary proceedings are already present in cases of police negligence and “it is speculative whether the addition of potential liability at common law would make a practical difference.” The courts’ relative reluctance to invoke adverse behavioural reasons can further be seen in the expansive developments on vicarious liability. In Armes v Nottinghamshire County Council, Lord Reed was unconvinced by counsel’s argument that a finding of vicarious liability would discourage local authorities from using the foster care system, and instead resort to apparently less effective residential care. In response, his Lordship thought that such a result would only occur if, and only if, the local authorities were satisfied that the incidence of child abuse were lower in the latter than the former, and “[n]o evidence has been produced as to whether that is the position.” Similarly in Cox v Ministry of Justice, counsel for the defendant prison service sought to argue that the imposition of vicarious liability in this case would lead to prisons adopting an unduly cautious approach when allocating other types of rehabilitation activities. Lord Reed, again, dismissed this proposition for being “entirely speculative.”
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42 [2017] UKSC 60.
43 Ibid, [68].
(e) Final remarks

The last observation illustrates an important point, that public-interest considerations when raised, do not always guarantee a policy-favourable outcome. Nevertheless, even though such policy considerations are sometimes dismissed, it does not follow that tort law is operated at the expense of the public interest. Sometimes, policy factors are displaced by other countervailing policy factors, as already illustrated by the conflict between compensating victims of asbestos exposure and preventing a disproportionate burden of liability on employers.

III. The conceptual argument: tort liability itself is in the public interest

Let us imagine *arguendo* a body of tort law that is shaped entirely by interpersonal considerations, without appeal to the public interest. Image also, if one may, that in this system of tort law, judicial decisions are purely based on interparty factors, and policy-based reasoning is never resorted to. (Such a system of law may well exist in theory, but as demonstrated in *Part II*, it is not the law of tort as have been developed in this jurisdiction. In our tort law, community welfare considerations have played a prominent role in driving doctrinal developments.) It is submitted that even in such a fictional system of tort, the mere recognition of liability is aligned with the wider public interest, irrespective of whether the decision to impose such liability are made with explicit resort to policy considerations.

The first reason is that individual rights and entitlements, at least those protected by the law of tort, can be traced back to some wider public-interest justification. The claim that tort law gives effect to individual entitlements in lieu of the public interest assumes that, somehow, it is possible to draw a distinction between those two factors. However, the possibility of that distinction has been thrown into question. Peter Cane, for example, wrote that “all rules and
principles that state individuals’ legal rights and obligations are underpinned by policy arguments.”46 James Plunkett gives the example of an assault:

“So the interpersonal right not to be assaulted by another person, for example, whilst justifiable on the ground of principle (I would not wish to be assaulted by you therefore I have no right to assault you) could be seen as actually justified on the policy-based grounds that permitting assault would, amongst other things, lead to higher taxes to recover the associated costs of medical treatment, could indirectly lead to more serious crimes being committed, and may make people less likely to interact with others, thereby making the world a worse place to live – in other words, on the basis that it would be bad for the community.”47

As this quote shows, absent a meaningful way to distinguish individual versus public matters, the forcefulness of the argument that tort law neglects issues of community welfare is diminished.

Secondly, in addition to its primary aim of compensation, tort law is also instrumental to other public interest aims. The imposition of tort liability in itself has non-compensatory effects; most notably, it can serve as a deterrent to wrongful conduct.48 When tortious conduct is penalised, it serves to increase the cost of the activity, thereby discouraging wasteful behaviour in society. So, whilst the decision to impose liability may be made with reference to individual entitlements, it may nonetheless have an external effect that benefits other members of society. Although the compatibility between tort (and generally, private) law and punishment has long been a bone of academic contention, the modern prevailing view seems to be that a function of punishment is at least accommodable within the structure of tort (private) law.49 One of the traditional arguments against the adoption of a penal paradigm in tort law is the assertion that tort (private) law, with its roots in corrective justice, is concerned with the dual interaction

49 See generally E Bant, W Courtney, J Goudkamp and J Paterson (eds), Punishment and Private Law (Hart Publishing 2021).
between claimant and defendant.\(^{50}\) Punishment, on the other hand, is a one-sided consideration which focuses only on the defendant, and therefore is incapable of explaining tort (private) law. However, as the editors of *Punishment and Private Law* reveal, this involves a *non sequitur*: “the fact that a particular model may explain the law or a good portion of it as it presently stands does not mean that the law should be changed so as to bring it into increased conformity with that model… [in other words,] simply pointing to respects in which private law is bilaterally orientated identifies no reason in support of its being so structured.”\(^{51}\)

**Conclusion**

Whilst it is apt to say that tort law prioritises individual interests, it would be wrong to say that it neglects the wider public interest. Not only have community welfare considerations been at the heart of much judicial decision-making, tort liability, as a concept, cannot be said to be misaligned with the public interest. The latter has to do with the inseparable community welfare justifications that ground individual rights, as well as the public functions tort law play in the community.

---

\(^{50}\) E Weinrib, n 1.

\(^{51}\) n 49, 5.
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Introduction

The unique governmental structure of the European Union is known as a ‘supranational organization’, an organization that goes beyond state borders and has legislative powers of its own. Today, the European Union (‘EU’ or ‘Union’) encompasses 27 Member States and hundreds of legal acts are created in Brussels every year.\(^1\) The Member States and EU institutions work together to carry out the tasks laid down in the founding treaties of the Union and are governed in that process by article 4(3) Treaty on the European Union (‘TEU’). This article provides the principle of sincere cooperation between the Member States and the Union.

The text of the article is as follows:

\[\text{‘Pursuant to the principle of sincere cooperation, the Union and the Member States shall, in full mutual respect, assist each other in carrying out tasks which flow from the Treaties. The Member States shall take any appropriate measure, general or particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising out of the Treaties or resulting from the acts of the institutions of the Union. The Member States shall facilitate the achievement of the Union’s tasks and refrain from any measure which could jeopardise the attainment of the Union’s objectives.’}\]\(^2\)

This broadly formulated article is one of the most important provisions of the Treaty, from which a large number of obligations can and have been derived. It contains three obligations with different natures. Two of these are positively formulated and the other has been formulated in a negative manner.\(^3\) Firstly, Member States are required to take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising from the Treaty or resulting from the acts of the institutions of the Union. Secondly, member States


\(^3\) Marcus Klamert. The Principle of Loyalty in EU Law (1st edn, OUP 2014), 10
must facilitate the achievement of the Union’s tasks. These are the positive obligations flowing from the treaty article. The negative obligation present in the article can be found in the last part of the last sentence, which states that the Member States should refrain from any measure that could jeopardise the attainment of the Union’s objectives.

This article has formed the (subsidiary) basis for many ground-breaking judgments of the European Court including but not limited to the judgments in Costa/ENEL, Frankovich, Pupino, Factortame, Greek Maize, and Marleasing. All these cases consider different questions and different facts but all rely on article 4(3) TEU. It seems to have become some sort of many-headed hydra or ‘‘magic box’’; an amalgam of all sorts of obligations that can be pulled out of a hat as one pleases’ and has been considered to be an article with federalising tendencies. These federalising tendencies will be discussed within the framework of the ‘three pillars’ that were in place from 1992 until 2009. At the forefront of this article is the question if ‘Article 4(3) TEU has federalising tendencies in the area of Common Foreign and Security Policy?

The former ‘pillar structure’ of the Union provides a clear framework to subdivide the case-law in and makes it possible to analyse the impact article 4(3) TEU had in all these cases. Besides this, the ‘pillar structure’ was still in place when most of the judgements were rendered and are therefore part of the framework within which these cases and article 4(3) TEU need to be considered.

I. The Three Pillars of the European Union

This structure was provided by the Treaty of Maastricht, signed in 1992. The first pillar grouped the articles of the old Treaty that established the European Economic Community (‘EEC’), the European Coal and Steel Community (‘ECSC’), and the European Atomic

---

Energy Community (‘EAEC’), each still retaining their legal personality. By substituting the ‘European Economic Community’ for ‘European Community’, it became official: the Community had adopted an objective with a much wider scope than the economic field. The EC now had a new set of responsibilities in many different fields such as the promotion of environmentally friendly economic growth, employment, social welfare, quality of life and economic and social cohesion.5

The second pillar, Common Foreign and Security Policy (‘CFSP’) was intergovernmental in nature due to the sensitive matters it entailed. It aimed to establish ‘common values, fundamental interests, independence and integrity of the Union in conformity with the principles of the United Nations Charter; to strengthen the security of the Union in all ways; to promote international cooperation; to develop and consolidate democracy and the rule of law, and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms’.6 The area of Justice and Home Affairs (‘JHA’), later renamed as Police and Judicial Co-operation in Criminal Matters (‘PJCC’), was the third pillar created by the Maastricht Treaty. In article 1(5) of the treaty of Amsterdam, it is stated that the European Union had to ‘maintain and develop the Union as an area of freedom, security and justice, in which the free movement of persons is assured in conjunction with appropriate measures concerning external border controls, asylum, immigration and the prevention and combating of crime.’7

The third pillar consisted of key areas that belonged to the Union’s objective of providing EC citizens with a high level of safety, such as determining rules and the exercise of control on the Community’s external borders, combating terrorism, serious crime, drug trafficking and


international fraud, judicial cooperation in criminal and civil matters, creation of a European Police Office (‘EUROPOL’) with a system for exchanging information between national police forces, controlling illegal immigration, and establishing a common asylum policy. In 2009, with the Treaty of Lisbon, the pillar structure was abolished, reuniting the areas separated by the treaties of Amsterdam and Maastricht.

Considering that this pillar structure was in place when most of the judgements were rendered, it will be used as a frame of reference and subdivision in this article. In the past, the areas that were broadened most in scope fell within the former pillars one and three and created new obligations for the Member States and the Union. These obligations were often created by the Court by balancing its argumentation on the duty of sincere cooperation as laid down in article 4(3) TEU and will be discussed below. It is less clear if a similar trend has occurred in the former second pillar, the area of Common Foreign and Security Policy. Therefore, this article aims to address the following matter: does article 4(3) TEU have federalising tendencies in the area of Common Foreign and Security Policy? First, the framework for assessing federalising tendencies will be discussed. Secondly, the landmark cases in the former pillars one and three will be analysed. Thirdly, the area of CFSP will be outlined followed by an analysis of several cases falling within the area. Finally, conclusions regarding the federalising tendencies in the area of CFSP will be drawn.

II. Assessing federalising tendencies

The European Union is a *sui generis* organization with supranational and intergovernmental aspects. From the very start of project Europe, further integration has been discussed and pleaded for. A very famous example is the speech made by Winston Churchill in 1946, in which he indeed refers to a ‘United States of Europe’. This was the only way that he thought peace

---

could be maintained in Europe after World War II. Even though a ‘United States of Europe’ never came to be, some federalising tendencies are noticeable in the legislation of the European Union. This may be surprising as federalism is generally thought of in light of the constitutional relationship between States and their central government instead of in the context of the EU. The Union is clearly not a federal state as the Member States retain their sovereignty as well the clear lack of a constitutional provision binding states to a federal government. Instead, the Union was established through treaties. Even though this is the case, the Union, and primarily the Court, seems to have been widening the scope of Union law, a practice and notion that is referred to as ‘federalising tendencies’.

One of the provisions in the Union treaties that is often connected to or even accused of such tendencies is the duty of sincere cooperation and how the Court has strategically used it on multiple occasions. The duty of sincere cooperation is a fundamental principle of Union law that has fulfilled many different functions already. It has been considered an EU version of the international principle of *pacta sunt servanda*, a federalising principle, and a multi-faceted legal principle aimed at coherence. Three approaches can be distilled from the functions this principle has embodied up until now. According to Justice Ole Due, the principle has been considered 1.) an interpretation-tool that substantiates more specified provisions; 2.) as the sole legal basis for obligations arising from the objectives of the Union and; 3.) as the expression of a general principle that binds the Member States and the Union institutions vis-à-vis one another to cooperate loyally and sincerely to ensure the attainment of the Union’s objectives. These three functionalities of the duty of sincere cooperation will first be discussed and then be used
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10 Elke Cloots et al. (eds), *Federalism in the European Union* (Bloomsbury Publishing 2012), 84.
11 Ibid.
14 Due (n 12) 356.
to categorize and analyse a number of EU landmark cases within the overarching framework of the former three-pillar structure of the EU.

i. **The duty of sincere cooperation as an interpretation-tool:**

The duty of sincere cooperation as an interpretation-tool was first used by the Court in the *Deutsche Grammophon* case. In this case, the Court held that

‘According to the second paragraph of Article 5 (now 4(3) TEU) of the treaty, Member States ‘shall abstain from any measure which could jeopardize the attainment of the objective of this treaty’. This provision lays down a general duty for the Member States, the actual tenor of which depends in each individual case on the provisions of the Treaty or on the rules derived from its general scheme’\(^{15}\) (emphasis added).

In *Deutsche Grammophon* as well as *Commission v Belgium*, the Court found that there was not only a breach of the specific provision in question but also of the duty of sincere cooperation, which specifies the notion that the objectives of the treaties must be safeguarded.\(^{16}\) Those objectives are extremely broad, as well as the use of article 4(3) TEU, which has, for instance, formed a basis for recovery of unduly paid sums, in situations in which a regulation does not put forth a sanction for a violation of criminal law, and in situations of recognition of foreign diplomas.\(^{17}\) In name of ensuring the attainment of the objectives of the Treaties, the Court has granted itself leeway in interpreting the issues that were brought before it and made use of the provision of Article 4(3) TEU as a way to facilitate said interpretation.
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\(^{15}\) C-78/70 *Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft mbH v Metro-SB-Großmärkte GmbH & Co. KG* [1971] ECLI: EU:C:1971:42 489, 499.

\(^{16}\) C-374/89 *Commission v Belgium* [1991] I-367.

ii. The duty of sincere cooperation as the sole legal basis for obligations for Member States:

The use of the duty of sincere cooperation in this regard has the most far-reaching federalising tendencies of the three functions mentioned above. It has been used in a number of judgements as the sole legal basis to come to a conclusion that widens the scope of European Union law, without any further substantiation or specification by any other legal provision. This is at the basis of many ground-breaking judgments of the Court such as Factortame, Francovich, Marleasing, and Commission v Greece. In these cases, obligations for the Member States have been created based on the duty of sincere cooperation. These include, for instance, the doctrine of state liability, the creation of interim measures, the principle of consistent interpretation, and the duty to provide the Commission with information. These far-reaching obligations created by the Court have had a lasting impact on the way in which European Law has developed.

iii. The duty of sincere cooperation as a general principle that binds the Union and the Member States vis-à-vis each other:

This function of the principle has the lowest impact with regard to federalising tendencies and has even been codified in article 4(3) TEU. It mostly encapsulates the interrelationship between the levels of the European Union and that of the Member States. For instance, it covers the general duty of Member States to consult and inform the Commission. This duty of cooperation does not only play a role between the Member States and the EU institutions but also between the Member States themselves. It has for instance played a role in cases involving the right of movement of workers and the recognition of foreign diplomas.


19 Due (n 12) 365.
iv. Broadening the scope of EU law

These three aspects of the duty of sincere cooperation show that the principle has federalising tendencies and goes beyond a mere duplication of *pacta sunt servanda* in European Union law. Merely considering it to be the European Law version of that international principle would disregard the role it has played in fleshing out the European legal order with effect utile reasoning as a justification in many judgements.²⁰ Such federalising tendencies have resulted in a broadening of the reach of the European Union and sometimes even pushing beyond duties that are generally only reserved to Member States. Through this federalising rhetoric was based on the duty of sincere cooperation, many important notions of Union law have been developed, sometimes even throwing off the balance between the levels of the Union and straining the relationship between the Member States and the Union due to the encroachment upon State sovereignty.

The duty of sincere cooperation and the three-pronged federalising notion that is part of the application of the article in case law will be applied below to landmark judgements rendered by the Court. This will be done through a historical analysis of these cases that have widened the scope of Union law in the first and the third pillars. The following cases fall within the former first pillar and are subdivided based on their general theme: the application of EU law; (in) effective judicial protection; and the duty to enforce Union law. The third pillar is focused on the sub-theme of trans-pillar interpretation. All sub-themes are capped off by an interim conclusion and application of the three federalising aspects of the duty of sincere cooperation.

---

²⁰ Ibid 366.
III. Federalising tendencies in the former first pillar

i. The application of European Law in the Member States

Costa/ENEL

The principle of supremacy was created in the judgment of a conflict between Mr. Costa, an Italian citizen who owned shares in the electricity company Edisonvolta, and the nationalization of the electricity sector in Italy. Costa argued that the practice of the nationalization of the electricity industry violated the Treaty of Rome and the Italian Constitution.21 The Italian Constitutional Court in the judgement of March 1964 ruled that the Treaty of Rome, which was incorporated into Italian Law in 1958, could not prevail over the law that stipulated the nationalization of the electricity industry, which was enacted in 1962. The Giudice Conciliatore decided to ask a preliminary ruling of the Court of Justice, which was immediately met with protests from the Italian Government and ENEL, stating that there were no grounds for raising the questions referred.22 The milestone decision that consolidated the principle of supremacy had at the foundation of its arguments the principle of sincere cooperation. The Court stated: ‘The Executive force of Community Law cannot vary from one State to another in deference to subsequent domestic laws, without jeopardizing the attainment of the Treaty set out in Article 5(2) and giving rise to the discrimination prohibited by Article 7.’23

Klamert argues that the aforementioned passage is the core of the Court’s reasoning.24 Article 5(2) EC (now 4(3) TEU), obliged Member States to ‘abstain from any measure which could jeopardise the attainment of the objectives of this Treaty.’ The abstention obligation regarding loyalty discarded the public international law principle of lex posterior derogat priori, this

22 Ibid.
23 Costa v Enel (n 21) 594.
24 Klamert (n 3) 72.
being the conflict-avoidant function of loyalty - a function that only could have been derived from Article 5(2) EC. This was the only Treaty-based justification that could be used to explain why national law must yield to Union law. That rationale established the principle of sincere cooperation as a major tool to Europeanize national law. It was the sole legal basis used for the creation of one of the most important harmonizing principles of EU Law: supremacy.

Marleasing

The questions in the Marleasing case were brought forth after a dispute arose between Marleasing SA, the plaintiff in the main proceedings, and several defendants including La Comercial Internacional de Alimentación SA (La Comercial) about contractual matters. Marleasing SA’s primary claim was that contracts without cause, or whose cause is unlawful, have no legal effect. This was stated regarding a founder’s contract establishing ‘La Comercial’, which Marleasing required to be declared void as the establishment of the company lacked cause and was a sham transaction carried out in order to defraud the creditors of Barviesa SA, a co-founder of the defendant company.

The national court observed that in accordance with article 395 of the Act concerning the Conditions of Accession of Spain and the Portuguese Republic to the European Communities, Spain was under an obligation to put the directive into effect from the date of accession onward, which had not been done. Taking the view that the dispute raised a problem concerning the interpretation of Community law, the national court referred to the Court of Justice. The question was whether the directive, which had not been implemented in national law, was directly applicable to preclude a declaration of nullity of a public limited company on a ground other than those set out in the directive. The Court of Justice decided that ‘a national court hearing a case which falls within the scope of Council Directive 68/151/EEC is required to interpret its national law in the light of the wording and the purpose of that directive in order to execute Community law’.

preclude a declaration of nullity of a public limited company on a ground other than those listed in the Directive’. ²⁶

Thus the Court acknowledged that, based on the principle of sincere cooperation as the sole legal basis, domestic courts of the Member States are under the duty to interpret national law in a way that gives effect to European Law, to ensure they do not compromise the common objective of the treaties, which is now known as ‘consistent interpretation’. The Court expanded on that, stating that the obligation to interpret EU law consistently applies, regardless of the question of whether the national provisions were adopted before or after the rules of European law that are at stake. Moreover, it is not necessary that the relevant provisions of national law have been introduced with the aim of complying with European law: all national laws must be interpreted in conformity with the applicable EU law.²⁷

ii. (In)effective judicial protection

Francovich

Andrea Francovich and Danila Bonifaci were two Italian citizens that suffered economic hardship because the companies that they worked for went insolvent. After successfully suing their former employers in the Italian courts, both decided to start proceedings against the Italian State, claiming that the Italian Republic had failed to implement Directive 80/987 that guaranteed employees a minimum level of protection under Community law in the event of the insolvency of their employer.²⁸

The ‘Pretura di Vicenza’ and the ‘Pretura di Bassano del Grappa’ then referred to the Court of Justice for a preliminary ruling and posed a number of questions on the interpretation of the

EEC Treaty and Council Directive 90/987 regarding the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the protection of employees in the event of the insolvency of their employer.\textsuperscript{29} In its decision, the Court of Justice made clear that Union law required the existence of state liability, stating that the basis for this liability was to be found in Article 4(3) TEU, based on which the states are required to exercise their powers in accordance with Union law and in respect of Union loyalty.\textsuperscript{30}

After the Court recognized state liability as a principle of Union law, it formulated the conditions for state liability. If a Member State fails to fulfil its obligation to take all measures necessary to achieve the prescribed result from a directive, there will be a right for reparation if the three specific conditions are fulfilled.\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Francovich} was a very important case in the history of EU law because it was shown for the first time that there was a direct obligation for states to give compensation for unlawful acts of the national administration based on EU law. It is also relevant to remember that the interpretation tool utilised to Europeanize the area of state liability was the principle of loyal cooperation, which has been a very important tool for the Court of Justice to explore areas once unheard of from EU law’s domain and ensure effective judicial protection.

\textit{Factortame}

The claimants, ship-owners from Spain, made use of the fish reserves of the United Kingdom, utilising loopholes in the Merchant Shipping Act of 1894 which allowed them to fish in the UK’s waters and then sell the fish caught in Spain.\textsuperscript{32} The Secretary of State for Transport decided to modify the Merchant Shipping Act of 1894, thus creating the Merchant Shipping Act 1988, which corrected past loopholes, preventing Spanish ship-owners from using UK’s fishing quotas. The Spanish ship-owners objected to the modified act, which consisted of very strict controls over ship registration, and claimed it was discriminatory. The claimant ship

\textsuperscript{29} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{30} Jans (n 21) 439.
\textsuperscript{31} Ibid 440.
\textsuperscript{32} C-213/89 \textit{The Queen v Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte: Factortame Ltd and others} [1990] ECR I-02433, para 2.
owners then sought an injunction to prevent the Merchant Shipping Act 1988 from coming into force. The House of Lords urgently referred the matter to the Court of Justice, because UK courts are not empowered to issue injunctions against the Crown.

In the judgement of 19 June 1990, the Court of Justice decided that, based on the principle of sincere cooperation and the principle of precedence of Community law, and in accordance with its case-law, ‘Community law must be interpreted as meaning that a national court which, in a case before it concerning Community law, considers that the sole obstacle which precludes it from granting interim relief is a rule of national law must set aside that rule’.33 This ruling was a very important milestone in EU law, since the Court of Justice established that the Member States must provide for the possibility of immediate and provisional judicial protection in a procedure through interim relief, and based this on the principle of sincere cooperation. The Court stated that: ‘in accordance with the case-law of the Court, it is for the national courts, in application of the principle of cooperation laid down in Article 5 of the EEC Treaty, to ensure the legal protection which persons derive from the direct effect of provisions of Community law.’34

‘The Court has also held that any provision of a national legal system and any legislative, administrative, or judicial practice which might impair the effectiveness of Community law by withholding from the national court having jurisdiction to apply such law the power to do everything necessary at the moment of its application to set aside national legislative provisions which might prevent, even temporarily, Community rules from having full force and effect are incompatible with those requirements, which are the very essence of Community law.’35

34 Factortame (n 27) para 19.
In *Factortame*, the Court of Justice used the principle of sincere cooperation as the sole legal basis to ensure effective judicial protection in areas of interest of Union law. Besides showing a clear tendency of federalization of EU law in formerly uncharted areas, in this particular case, it also had a massive impact in the UK national courts. This becomes clear when considering *M v. Home Office*, in which the House of Lords determined that a court can grant an interim injunction against the Crown in a case governed exclusively by national law. According to the Lords, the fact that judicial protection of persons in a national context would be worse than a case that had a European dimension was unacceptable.\(^{36}\)

This decision made by a domestic court shows that the federalising effects of the principle of sincere cooperation has a wider scope than ever could have been expected. As a result of its flexibility for interpretation in a multitude of themes (state liability, interim relief) it is evident that it can even mutate the domestic law of the Member States, giving indirect effect to Union law in the national judicial systems.

**Unibet**

Unibet, an online gambling platform from the UK, purchased advertising space in a number of different Swedish media with the objective of promoting its gaming services on the internet. In accordance with the Law on Lotteries, the Swedish State took a number of measures, including obtaining injunctions and commencing criminal proceedings against those media companies, which had agreed to provide advertising space to Unibet.\(^{37}\) The online gambling company considered that the prohibition was contrary to Article 49 EC on the freedom to provide services and sought a declaration that the domestic law on lotteries was contrary to EU law before the Swedish administrative Courts in separate proceedings. The Swedish courts held that Unibet

---

\(^{36}\) Jans (n 21) 423.

could not bring such an action, but instead had to challenge Swedish law in the course of the criminal or administrative proceedings concerning the specific sanctions taken against Unibet.\textsuperscript{38}

The case was brought to the Supreme Court of Sweden, which referred to the Court of Justice to ask whether the principle of effective judicial protection under EU law required that there would be a separate self-standing action in national law to review measures of a legislative nature which were alleged to be contrary to EU law, or if it was adequate that they be questioned indirectly, in the court of enforcement proceedings.\textsuperscript{39} In its decision, the Supreme Court based its arguments on the principle of sincere cooperation and ruled that the principle of effective judicial protection does not require the national legal order of a Member State to set up a free-standing action for an examination of incompatibility of national provisions with EU law, provided that other effective legal remedies (which may not be less favourable than those governing similar domestic actions) make it possible that a question of compatibility can be determined as a preliminary issue.

The Court also held that the principle of effective judicial protection must require the possibility to obtain interim relief and suspend the application of the national measure until the competent court has ruled on the compatibility with EC law (as in \textit{Factortame}). Once again, the Court used the principle of sincere cooperation as the legal basis to expand another principle: ‘effective judicial protection’. This again demonstrates the flexibility of this principle and its wide scope that governs the integration of the legal systems of the Union and the Member States.

\textbf{iii. The Duty to enforce Union law}

\textbf{Greek Maize}

The Commission of the European Communities discovered that two consignments of ‘allegedly’ Greek maize, which a company registered in Greece had exported to Belgium, in

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{38} Ibid para 19.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{39} Ibid para 30.}
fact, consisted of Yugoslavian maize. As a result of this fraud, which had the support of Greek civil servants, levies that were supposed to be paid to the European Union under a Union regulation had not been collected.\footnote{C-68/88 Commission of the European Communities v Hellenic Republic (Greek Maize) [1989] ECR 02965, paras 1-4.}

The Commission called on the Greek authorities to take particular measures to resolve the issue, such as payment of the levies of Yugoslav maize to the Commission and the institution of criminal or disciplinary proceedings against the authors of the fraud and their accomplices. Because the Greek authorities failed to fulfil their obligations, the Commission initiated proceedings under article 238 TFEU (new). It submitted that Greece had failed to fulfil its obligations under Article 4(3) TEU (new) by omitting to initiate all the criminal or disciplinary proceedings provided for by the national law against the perpetrators of the fraud and all those who collaborated in its commission and concealment.\footnote{Jans (n 21) 270.} In its decision, the Court of Justice upheld the claim brought by the Commission, stating that:

“(…) Article 4.3 TEU (new) of the Treaty requires the Member States to take all measures necessary to guarantee the application and effectiveness of Community law. For that purpose, whilst the choice of penalties remains within their discretion, they must ensure in particular that infringements of Community law are penalized under conditions, both procedural and substantive, which are analogous to those applicable to infringements of national law of a similar nature and importance and which, in any event, make the penalty effective, proportionate and dissuasive. Moreover, the national authorities must proceed with respect to infringements of Community law, with the same diligence as that which they bring to bear in implementing corresponding national laws.”\footnote{Greek Maize (n 34) paras 23-24.}

In this decision, the Court of Justice used the general principle of sincere cooperation once again as the sole legal basis to expand its reach, introducing the duty to enforce Union law
under an obligation to employ measures and penalties that fulfil the requirements of equivalence, effectiveness, proportionality, and dissuasiveness. This obligation applies to all national authorities involved in implementing Union law, including the judicial authorities, who need to assure that sanctions will comply with the requirements set forth by the European Court of Justice.43

**IV. Consistent ‘trans-pillar’ interpretation and federalising tendencies in the former third pillar**

**Pupino**

The Pupino case produced important effects in the area of the former third pillar, regarding the federalist tendencies of the duty of sincere cooperation in once unchartered areas, such as PJCC. In 2001, criminal proceedings were started in Italy against Maria Pupino, a kindergarten teacher suspected of inflicting ‘serious injuries’ against a number of her pupils that were younger than five years at the time.44 Under Italian law, a criminal procedure comprises two distinct stages. During the first stage, the Public Prosecutor’s office makes enquiries and, under the supervision of a judge in charge of preliminary enquiries, gathers evidence on the basis of which it will assess whether the prosecution should be abandoned or the matter should proceed to trial.45 A decision to send the investigated person to trial starts the second stage of the proceedings (the adversarial stage) in which the judge in charge of preliminary enquiries does not take part. The proceedings properly begin in this stage. From this stage onwards, the parties’ submissions may be accepted as evidence in the technical sense of the term. This setup exists because, in this phase, the evidence must be subjected to cross-examination in order to acquire the value of ‘evidence’ in the full sense of the word.46

43 Jans (n 21) 271.
44 C-105/03 Criminal Proceedings against Maria Pupino [2005] ECR 05285, para 12.
46 Criminal Proceedings against Maria Pupino (n 38) para 14.
However, there are exceptions to that rule, most importantly as laid down by article 392 of the Italian Criminal Procedure Code (‘CPP’), which allows evidence to be established early, during the preliminary enquiry period, when taking evidence from victims of certain restrictively listed offences of a sexual nature that are under the age of 16 years. According to Italy’s national court, those additional derogations are designed to protect, first, the dignity of a minor witness, and, secondly, the authenticity of the evidence. In this case, the Public Prosecutor’s Office asked the judge in charge of preliminary enquiries to take the testimony of eight children that fell under the protective scope of Article 392 of the CPP. Under national provisions in question, the application of the Prosecutor’s office would have been dismissed, but considering that, ‘apart from the question of the existence or otherwise of a direct effect of Community law’, the national court must ‘interpret its national law in the light of the letter and the spirit of Community provisions’, and, having doubt as to the compatibility of the mentioned articles to the Framework Decision 2001/220/JHA of 15 March 2001 on the standing of victims in criminal proceedings, the national court referred the case to the European Court of Justice.

The Court of Justice held that the principle of sincere cooperation between the Union and its Member States requires that all appropriate measures are taken to ensure the fulfilment of their obligations under European law. Consequently, the principle of sincere cooperation must also be binding between Member States and Union institutions in the area of police and judicial cooperation. Due to the ruling in the Pupino case, it became clear that the principle of sincere cooperation had an important role to play as an interpretation tool to Europeanise areas that were previously considered to be independent, such as the former third pillar that was inherently based on an intergovernmental network. The Court stated in its decision in Pupino:

‘It would be difficult for the Union to carry out its task effectively if the principle of loyal cooperation, requiring in particular that Member States take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular, to ensure fulfilment of their obligations under

---


European Union law, were not also binding in the area of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters, which is moreover entirely based on cooperation between the Member States and the institutions, as the Advocate General has rightly pointed out in her opinion.  

The Advocate General stated:

‘That is apparent from an overview of the provisions of the Treaty on European Union article 1 EU lays down the objective of creating a new stage in the process of achieving an ever closer union among the peoples of Europe, on the basis of which relations between the Member States and between their peoples can be organized in a manner demonstrating consistency and solidarity. That objective will not be achieved unless the Member States and institutions of the Union cooperate sincerely and in compliance with the law. Loyal cooperation between the Member States and the institutions is also the central purpose of Title VI of the Treaty on European Union, appearing both in the title – Provisions on Police and Judicial Cooperation in Criminal Matters – and again in almost all the articles. 

When reading the aforementioned reasoning, it becomes evident that the principle of loyal cooperation was used as a legal basis in the federalization of the pillars toward European Union law. In the words of Klamert, ‘these indirect effects and this a certain unity of the former first and third pillars were, in principle, confirmed by the Court’s decision of 2005 in Pupino. (…) even though framework decisions did not have direct effect, they had an indirect effect in national law.’ All these cases highlight the role the duty of sincere cooperation played in the former pillars one and three and show that the impact of this duty cannot be overestimated.

---
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51 Klamert (n 3) 94.
IV. Sincere cooperation and jurisdiction in the area of CFSP

In 1969, the area of Common Foreign and Security Policy (‘CFSP’) was created. Back then, this area was governed by international law and decisions were only taken by unanimity. In the Maastricht Treaty, it was laid down that this area would fall under the pediment of the Union and would form the second of the three pillars. This meant that suddenly, the Union also played a role in an area that used to be the sole competence of the Member States. Even when the pillar structure was abolished, the fact remained that this area was still intergovernmental by nature, thus remaining different from the former areas of Police and Judicial Cooperation and the Communities. These were supranational in nature, whereas the former CFSP area is still excluded from a number of EU competencies. For example, the use of ‘legislative acts’ is not permitted in this field; it is still subject to specific rules and procedures as stipulated in article 24(2) TEU. This includes, among others, a complete exclusion of the regular legislative procedure which leads to regulations and directives.\(^\text{52}\) This means that the regular decision-making process of the Union (‘QMV’) is not used and instead, unanimity prevails and that the Court of the EU does not have jurisdiction with regards to specific CFSP matters. Although, it is surprising that decisions falling within the scope of CFSP made in accordance with article 28(2) TEU are binding and limit the Member States in their capacity to act contrary to it or adopt a national policy on this matter.\(^\text{53}\) Indeed, they must even amend or adapt their own policy to ensure conformity with what was decided at the EU level. These two sides of the same coin are surprising, to say the least. Yet, the binding nature and reach of article 28(2) TEU can be explained as even before Lisbon, the Court rendered a verdict on the binding nature of these acts (formerly named Common Positions). In Segi, the Court stated that:


\(^{53}\) Ibid.
'A common position requires the compliance of the Member States by virtue of the principle of the duty to cooperate in good faith, which means in particular that Member States are to take all appropriate measures, whether general or particular to ensure fulfilment of their obligations under European Union law.'

Perhaps it does not come as a surprise that the Court once again refers to the duty of sincere cooperation to broaden the scope and reach of the EU law and thereby created the binding nature of these CFSP decisions. The core of this principle is of such a broad nature that it requires unconditional cooperation between the Member States and the Union, which is used in Segi to ensure compliance and conformity of national policy with these decisions. This is not the only atypical occurrence within the area that is connected with the duty of sincere cooperation.

Title I of the TEU contains the common provisions applicable to the entirety of the treaty and the objectives that flow from it. Within this Title, the duty of sincere cooperation can be found. Title V, general provisions on the CFSP, contains a mirror provision of article 4(3) TEU in article 24(3) TEU: The Member States shall support the common foreign and security policy actively and unreservedly in a spirit of loyalty and mutual solidarity and shall comply with the Union’s action in this area. The repetition of this duty seems in many regards a relic left in the text as a reminder of the pre-Lisbon days in which such repetition was necessary. Its


56 Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union (n 1) art. 24.

function at this point in time is not entirely clear, nor is its role in relation to article 4(3) TEU. When considering the placing of the article in Title V, it becomes clear that article 24(3) TEU and the duty that flows from it is at the very basis of CFSP and, just as its Title I counterpart, governs the relationship between the Member States and the Union.

Article 24(3) and 4(3) TEU concern the same duty of sincere cooperation and encapsulate the Member States’ positive obligation to support the Union’s CFSP prohibition to do anything that could jeopardise the attainment of the Union’s tasks.58 This duty to support and the obligation to refrain from acts that could jeopardise the fulfilment of Union tasks derive from article 4(3) TEU and are not merely applicable to areas other than CFSP. Although both articles are codifications of the duty of sincere cooperation, differences still exist. One of the main differences between the provisions on the duty of sincere cooperation is the institution tasked to ensure compliance with the provision. The Commission has to ensure the Member States abide by the duty as laid down in article 3(4) TEU whereas for article 24(3) TEU, the High Representative and the Council are tasked with that responsibility.59 From a practical point of view, this means that the Commission cannot initiate a legal action against a Member State in case of a breach of its CFSP duties. Nonetheless there are situations in which this would occur still which fall within the jurisdiction of the Court due to the overarching scope of article 4(3) TEU.60 This means that if a Member State were to fail in its duty to cooperate because it failed to comply with a CFSP obligation -which would jeopardise the attainment of the EU’s objectives- the Commission would not be able to bring the Member State to Court due to non-compliance with the CFSP objectives under Article 24(3) TEU because the Court has no jurisdiction over those matters as per article 24(1) TEU.61 Instead, the Commission could bring the Member State to Court based on the overarching principle as laid down in article 4(3) TEU.

59 Consolidated version of the Treaty on European Union (n 1) art. 24(3).
60 Van Elsuwege (n 50) 287.
61 Ibid.
As previously acknowledged, this provision can stand alone as a legal basis for litigation without referring to other, more specific Treaty obligations.62

Even though it remains peculiar that a specialist of the duty of sincere cooperation is reiterated in the title on CFSP and some differences can be noted, it does not mean that article 24(3) TEU may limit or hinder the principle as laid down in Article 4(3) TEU. In the pre-Lisbon era, it was determined already that Member States cannot rely on the lex specialis to justify infringement of article 4(3) TEU and the horizontal application of this principle was acknowledged.63

I. Analysis of Rosneft, H v Council, and Elitaliana

As discussed earlier, article 24(1) TEU states that the Court has no jurisdiction in the area of CFSP. This is surprising when considering the development taking place in recent case-law, which shows that the Court is slowly but steadily interfering in this area. Below, three recent cases will be analysed that show this development and the widening of the jurisdiction of the Court on the basis of reference to article 4(3) TEU and its affiliate provisions.

i. H v Council

In 2014, the General Court decided that it had no jurisdiction in H v Council as it concerned a matter that fell within the scope of CFSP. When considering article 24(1) TEU strictu sensu, that conclusion would be correct. The case at hand dealt with the matter of jurisdiction of the Court to rule on a staff dispute in Bosnia and Herzegovina and was raised by a functionary of the European Union Police Mission (‘EUPM’), thereby falling within the former area of CFSP.64 This would mean that the Court has no jurisdiction in the matter due to the derogation

63 Hillion and Wessel (n 52) 95.
as laid down in article 24(1) TEU. In his Opinion on *H v Council*, AG Wahl argued that the lack of jurisdiction of the Court of Justice means that the Member State courts have jurisdiction to deal with the matter at hand.\(^{65}\) The AG referred to *Unibet, Rewe, and Unión de Pequeños* to show that national courts have this responsibility. As was stated in *Unibet*, national courts are responsible to provide remedies (subject to the *Rewe*-criteria) to ensure effective judicial protection in areas of Union law. In *Unibet*, the Court decided that, based on the principle of sincere cooperation, effective judicial protection needed to be offered by the Member States if no Union rule existed on the matter. National courts need to establish remedies and procedures that made sure effective judicial protection is ensured.\(^{66}\)

The national courts had to

‘interpret the procedural rules governing actions brought before them … in such a way as to enable those rules, wherever possible, to be implemented in such a manner as to contribute to the attainment of the objective … of ensuring effective judicial protection of an individual’s rights under [Union] law.’\(^{67}\)

The principle of effective judicial protection is, as affirmed in *Unión de Pequeños Agricultores v Council*, an expression of the principle of sincere cooperation as laid down in article 4(3) TEU.\(^ {68}\) In *H v Council* and the Opinion of AG Wahl, this was reiterated once more. Problematic is though that in the case at hand, the decision had to be confirmed or invalidated by a court. In *Foto-Frost*, it was decided that only the Court of Justice has the authority to invalidate norms of Union law - national courts do not. According to the Court: ‘Divergences between courts in the Member States as to the validity of Community acts would be liable to place in jeopardy


\(^{67}\) *Unibet* (n 31) para 44.

the very unity of the Community legal order and detract from the fundamental requirement of legal certainty.’ This would mean that in *H v Council*, the Court of Justice does not have jurisdiction to consider the matter and national courts do not have the competence to invalidate the decision in question.69 This would leave a lacuna in the system of legal protection as neither national nor EU Courts can be the final arbiter. In the case at hand, the Court came to the conclusion that:

“[T]he scope of the limitation, (...) on the Court’s jurisdiction […] cannot be considered to be so extensive as to exclude the jurisdiction of the EU judicature to review acts of staff management relating to staff members seconded by the Member States the purpose of which is to meet the needs of that mission at theatre level, when the EU judicature has, in any event, jurisdiction to review such acts where they concern staff members seconded by the EU institutions.”70

But, as AG Wahl said, it is:

‘[…] the result of a conscious choice made by the drafters of the Treaties, which decided not to grant the CJEU general and absolute jurisdiction over the whole of the EU Treaties. The Court may not, accordingly, interpret the rules set out in the Treaties to widen its jurisdiction beyond the letter of those rules or to create new remedies not provided therein.’71

As for the jurisdiction of the Court, the AG affirmed that:

‘But the general rule that, (...), the CJEU lacks jurisdiction in the field of CFSP may not be overlooked. I do not believe that Articles 24(1) TEU and 275 TFEU can be

---
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interpreted as allowing any alleged infringement of a non-CFSP provision by a CFSP act to be heard by the CJEU.72

When comparing the Opinion of AG Wahl with the judgement of the Court, it becomes clear that the AG remains close to the wording in article 24(3) TEU and 275 TFEU and the Court actually diverges from such a narrow reading. The Court acknowledges that this matter falls within the scope of CFSP yet considers it relevant that the staff members that are the focal point of the dispute in H v Council are in fact on a mission related to an operational action of the European Union.73 It decides that even though an act may be based on a CFSP provision, it does not automatically mean that the Court has no jurisdiction over the matter. In fact, as this concerned an administrative matter of staff management no different than that of the other Union bodies, the Court held that the derogation of Article 24(1) TEU does not prevent the Court’s jurisdiction. The mere CFSP basis does not automatically side line the European Court – it takes more to do that.

ii. Elitaliana

In Elitaliana, the Court stated that the expenditures for the European Rule of Law Mission in Kosovo (‘EULEX Kosovo’) were paid for by the Union, in accordance with the Financial Regulation. This regulation falls squarely within the jurisdictional scope of the Court and is used in a similar manner as staff management was in H v Council. Although article 24(1) TEU provides a derogation from jurisdiction in matters relating to CFSP, the mere fact that in Elitaliana, expenditures as per the Financial Regulation were discussed, gave the Court jurisdiction and once again, the derogation laid down in Article 24(1) TEU was deemed irrelevant.74

72 Ibid paras 71, 50.
73 H v Council (n 59), para 42.
What is surprising in this case is that the Court did not discuss the duty of sincere cooperation yet the AG mentioned it in his opinion. AG Jääskinen noted in his opinion that when it comes to the jurisdiction of the Court in the area of CFSP:

‘[…] it is worth noting the importance of the constitutional principles to which the EU institutions must adhere when they act in the field of external action, observance of which must be monitored by the Court. Together with the principle of sincere cooperation now laid down in Article 4(3) TEU, observance of those principles is required for the purpose of attaining European Union objectives, which comprise, inter alia, the CFSP.’

iii. Rosneft

A similar line of reasoning on the jurisdiction of the Court was used in Rosneft. In this case, the Court was asked to rule on the validity of economic sanctions imposed on Russia after the annexation of Crimea took place. It was the first time that a request for a preliminary ruling on the validity of a CFSP act came before the Court. Again, the derogation of Article 24(1) TEU came into play with regard to this matter. This derogation applicable to CFSP is not as strict as it may seem, as it actually excludes ‘certain decisions’ that are ‘[…] provided for by the second paragraph of article 275 TFEU’ from the scope of the derogation. This means that the legality of ‘certain decisions’ are actually open to being reviewed by the Court and do not fall within the derogation on jurisdiction. This ‘exception to the exception’ combined with the integration of the area of CFSP actually gives the Court more power in the area than before. Crucial to the scope and reach of the Court is the core question addressed in Rosneft: can the Court issue a preliminary ruling regarding the legality of an act based on a CFSP provision? The act in question is based on Regulation 833/2014 which is based on article 215 TFEU. The latter falls squarely within the scope of review by the Court. In Rosneft, the Court hooks onto the last sentence of Article 24(1) TEU, which refers to certain decisions that fall within its jurisdiction.

This refers not to the type of procedure searched after but the type of decision. The Court thereby interprets this provision broadly and extended its jurisdiction. This broad reading on the jurisdiction of the Court is based on a selective reading of the Treaty provisions and seems to go against the spirit of the provisions to support an integrationist approach taken by the Court.\footnote{Panos Koutrakos, ‘Judicial Review in the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy’ (2018) ICLQ 67 <https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/9570284E9D3285480CE2FC6006422B93/S0020589317000380a.pdf/judicial_review_in_the_eus_common_foreign_and_security_policy.pdf> accessed at 2 November 2019, 25.} This becomes clear when considering the starting point of the judgement. The Court did not start with the exemption to the rule of jurisdiction, in fact, the need to have a complete legal system and remedies in place to review the legality of certain acts was first emphasised. The effet utile reasoning through reference to the need to ensure effective judicial protection again narrows the scope of the carve-out created by article 24(1) TEU. Just as in \textit{H v Council}, the Court’s reasoning followed the \textit{Foto-Frost} logic: only the Court of Justice is allowed to rule on the validity of EU measures.

\textit{iv. Federalising tendencies and the expansion of Union law}

These judgments helped narrow the exclusion of jurisdiction in the area of CFSP. Instead of arguing that the exception of jurisdiction as laid down in article 24(1) TEU was the general rule –which would have been consistent with the peculiar nature of the area of CFSP- the Court decided to interpret the exception narrowly and refer to the principle of effective judicial protection, a principle derived from the duty of sincere cooperation, and separate the question from the original legal basis.\footnote{Mătuşescu and Ionescu (n 63) 158.} Different from earlier landmark cases, these judgements mostly refer to the principle of effective judicial protection instead of the duty of sincere cooperation. It is sometimes, such as in \textit{Rosneft}, referred to but often not pursued further. In this case, AG Wathelet even explicitly referred to the principle of sincere cooperation in the paragraph on the
legal framework but did not pursue this line of reasoning. The main focus of the judgment remained the question of effective judicial protection.

This approach was used to provide a complete and composite system of legal protection as laid down in article 19 TEU. This article does not specify in what areas of Union law effective judicial protection must be offered and therefore does not exclude the area of CFSP. AG Kokott affirmed this view in Opinion 2/13 and stated that:

‘[…] in matters relating to the CFSP, effective legal protection for individuals is afforded partly by the Courts of the EU (...) and partly by national courts and tribunals (...).’

The Court uses the principle of effective judicial protection and the rule of law to ensure that the objectives flowing from the Treaties are guaranteed. In the aforementioned cases, the Court hardly ever refers to article 4(3) TEU even though the principle is mentioned in passing by the AG or the Court itself. Interestingly, the Court does not discuss this principle when discussing the aforementioned cases even though the AG explicitly refers to it in his opinion. The reason behind this might be that the Court first needs to establish jurisdiction in the area before looking into the duty of sincere cooperation, but this is pure speculation. What must be kept in mind when reading the reasoning of the Court in the aforementioned cases is the implicit duty to ensure, in full mutual respect, the attainment of the objectives of the Union which, in these cases is providing a complete system of legal protection. Instead of focusing on the duty of sincere cooperation as it did in the former pillars one and three, the Court used the more specific provision of Article 19(1) TEU instead which, as affirmed in Rewe, flows from the duty of sincere cooperation. Indeed, Member States must ensure the application and respect for EU

80 Ibid 212, 170.
82 C 33/76 Rewe-Zentralfinanz eG and Rewe-Zentral AG v Landwirtschaftskammer für das Saarland [1976] ECR I-01989, para 5. ; Mătuşescu and Ionescu (n 64) 158. ; Unibet (n 31) 54.
law within their territories. Their national courts must collaborate with the Court of Justice to ensure the application of the treaties. What this means is that the federalising traits of article 4(3) TEU are less clear in the area of CFSP when compared to the former pillars one and three. Instead of article 4(3) TEU, Article 19(1) TEU seems to serve the function of the competence-creep – the article used to broaden the scope of EU law - in this area. This is due to the fact that is used by the Court to chisel away at the exception to jurisdiction formed by article 24(1) TEU and to integrate the area in the legal system of the Union.

Again, the Court has used a general principle to expand its jurisdiction. Where article 4(3) TEU played a major role in expanding Union law in the former pillars one and three, it seems to play second fiddle to article 19(1) TEU in the area of CFSP. Having said that, it cannot be forgotten that article 19(1) TEU was derived, among others, from article 4(3) TEU. This was affirmed in Rewe and Unión de Pequeños Agricultores v Council. The principle of effective judicial protection flows forth from the duty of mutual sincere cooperation, which must therefore be considered as an interpretation tool which facilitates the interpretation of the questions that come before the Court. The duty of sincere cooperation as an interpretation tool shows a similar federalising nature in the area of CFSP as in former pillars one and three, but it does not take center stage. Instead, article 19(1) TEU plays the leading role in the area. This is not surprising when looking back on the landmark cases of the past. For instance, in Factortame and Francovich, remedies were created based on Article 4(3) TEU to ensure effective judicial protection. What the landmark cases in the former pillars one and three and the current changes made in former pillar two have in common is that the Court focuses on the attainment of the goal of effective judicial protection. Instead of using article 4(3) TEU as a legal ground, the Court now bases itself on article 19(1) TEU, the specials-rule that only (relatively) recently became part of the Treaties. This article in itself has been used by the Court as the sole legal basis to argue that the exclusion of jurisdiction in the area of CFSP must be interpreted strictly and counts as the general rule in that area instead of the derogation on jurisdiction as laid down in article 24(1) TEU. It can therefore tentatively be concluded that article 19(1) TEU has federalising tendencies in the area of CFSP as it forms the sole legal basis for jurisdiction. Article 4(3) TEU, from which article 19(1) TEU was derived, functions as an interpretation tool that is kept in mind by the Court when deciding on matters that fall within the area of Common Foreign and Security Policy. This development again shows that these general principles of
Union law can broaden the reach of the law and the Court more specifically, and contributes to the integration of the former area of CFSP into the mainstream Union law.

**Conclusion**

The exclusion of Article 24(1) TEU concerning jurisdiction of the European Court shows the peculiar nature and history of the former area of CFSP within the larger framework of the Treaties. Recent case-law has shown that the Court is slowly chiselling away at this exemption to jurisdiction through reference to the importance of ensuring effective judicial protection. This principle, encapsulated in article 19 TEU, has been used as the sole legal basis of a judgement on multiple occasions. This principle shows clear federalising tendencies and has facilitated the further expansion of EU competence. The principle of sincere cooperation, which was used as a basis for numerous landmark cases, such as *Factortame* and *Frankovich*, only plays a secondary role in recent cases regarding the former area of CFSP. It is used as an interpretation tool which provides further substantiation for Article 19 TEU. The Court has used both principles as federalising tools to further EU competence and the way in which they were and are used differ from the past to the present. How this will develop in the future still remains to be seen.
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Introduction

Trade secrets are a riddle. For over a century, courts, scholars, and lawyers have grappled over how to fit this relatively new legal dimension into the broader structure of legal doctrine. While trade secret law qualifies as a species of intellectual property (I.P.), critics have argued that the differences with copyrights, trademarks, and patents seem to be far more overwhelming than their similarities. Specifically, it has been suggested that its relational focus fits poorly within the dimension of I.P. rights, begging the question of whether trade secrets may be better understood through the lens of personal obligations defined by contract or tort law. To make sense of this identity crisis, it is important to take a step back and remind ourselves what the purpose of trade secret law is and why this legal dimension was created in the first place. Taking a utilitarian stance, this paper will assume from the outset that the broadly stated objectives for trade secret law include commercial morality regulation, incentivising innovation, as hinted at in the case of Kewanee Oil Co. v Bicron Corp., and ensuring employee mobility. Ultimately, the question must be approached by asking what understanding of trade secret law will enable it to best achieve these overarching policy goals compared to the alternative mechanism.

The central argument advanced by this paper is that a property rights approach must be favoured as it stresses the centrality and instrumentality of secrecy and ownership to trade secret law. Solely by acknowledging these two aspects is it possible to serve its policy objectives and limit common law claims that undermine the purpose of this legal

To be certain that this conclusion is the correct one, it is nonetheless essential to acknowledge and evaluate the apparent benefits of conceiving trade secrets under the relational obligations approach. The purpose of this discussion is therefore three-fold. The first section will refute the idea that relational obligations seem to lie at the heart of trade secret law, arguing instead that a relational duty stems from the need to acquire control and ownership over secret information. Having determined this, the purpose of the second section is to analyse the apparent effectiveness of the evidentiary role of contracts for procedural purposes. This is followed by a negative thesis arguing that a complete reliance on the probative value of relationally specific duties does not cover the full extent of the scope of trade secret law, which often concerns improper-means cases and covers the relations between strangers. Finally, the third section of this paper will conclude by evaluating which approach seems to best balance the protection of trade secrets with trade secret law’s policy goals. Ultimately, the benefits of a relational understanding of trade secrets seem to be minimised, if not eliminated, when employers take advantage of contractual duties to advance their subjective understanding of trade secrets. On the other hand, a property rights approach must be favoured due to its instrumentality to trade secret law: by stressing the centrality of secrecy and ownership of this legal doctrine, it is possible to encourage innovation, generate a non-hierarchical balance between the rights of employers and employees, and promote overall commercial morality by preventing unfair competition.

Before closely studying the relative advantages and disadvantages of employing one conception of trade secrets compared to the other, a few clarifications are necessary to fully comprehend the approach and purpose of this paper. Firstly, this discussion is contingent on an understanding of trade secrets as information that is likely to generate a competitive advantage for rival companies or individuals when it is undisclosed to the public. Secondly, the arguments in this study are supported by U.S. case law and legislation, specifically, the 2016
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3 Lemley (n1) 347.

U.S. Defend Trade Secrets Act (DTSA)\textsuperscript{5} – the most recent treaty that finalised the U.S. regulatory framework with a federal private action for trade secret misappropriation. In this context, this paper will refer to relational obligations as those that fall within the duties imposed by contracts, employment statuses, or fiduciary duties. On the other hand, property rights are understood explicitly as those that govern intangible rather than tangible information.\textsuperscript{6} Lastly, while this paper does acknowledge that there are multiple scenarios in which trade secrets emerge, including competitive intelligence and business transactions, for a matter of consistency and clarity, it will explain the practical differences between the two approaches predominantly by referring to the traditional employer-employee model.

I. Placing property at the heart of trade secret law

At the beginning of the twentieth century, in the well-known case of \textit{E.I. Du Pont de Nemours Powder Co. v. Masland},\textsuperscript{7} the Supreme Court rejected the nineteenth-century conception of possession and ownership that had been traditionally employed to approach trade secret law cases. Instead, the judges shifted their consideration towards the breach of duty between the two parties. In a frequently quoted passage, Justice Holmes claimed: ‘Whether the plaintiffs have any valuable secret or not, the defendant knows the facts, whatever they are, through a special confidence that he accepted. The property may be denied, but the confidence cannot be.’\textsuperscript{8} This tort-based view, also supported by The Restatement of Torts,\textsuperscript{9} firmly upholds the idea that the breach of confidentiality between the plaintiff and defendant is what warrants legal protection, not the act of mimicking.

\textsuperscript{7} E. I. Du Pont de Nemours Powder Co. v. Masland, 244 U.S. 100 (1917).
\textsuperscript{8} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{9} Restatement (First) of Torts § 757 cmt. b (1939).
disclosing secret intangible information. From this perspective, trade secret law seems to rather represent a legal hybrid between contract and tort law; as voiced by Robert Bone, trade secret law is ‘parasitic’ on these legal norms. Indeed, it is arguable that the judges in *Masland* were unwilling to expand trade secret law beyond the confines of these ‘host theories’ as it was unable to stand as a normatively autonomous legal body.

On the other hand, this paper argues that relying solely on a relational conception of trade secrets essentially disregards the instrumentality of secrecy and ownership when evaluating legal and social problems. As explained by Mark Lemley, a purely duty-based view is void and does not provide any explanation of the wrong other than that it arose from a contractual obligation. In this way, trade secret law is limited to a conceptual structure that focuses on punishing wrongful behaviour rather than on the pursuit of its overarching policy and social purposes. Moreover, contrary to Justice Holmes’ and Bone’s understanding, it is interesting to consider whether it could actually be the possession of information that drives the need for relational obligations, not vice versa. Arguably, only in the existence of something worth protecting is there a mutual intent and need to be bound. Therefore, a relational duty emerges as a consequence of the owner’s informed decision to share his intellectual property knowingly and willingly with a third party; the obligation not to breach some information’s secrecy stems from the owner’s need to ensure control over it for commercial purposes.
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11 Ibid, 247.

12 Lemley (n 1) 321.


15 Steven Wilf, ‘Trade Secrets, Property, and Social Relations’ [2002] University of
This consideration suggests that trade secret law adjusts and shapes social relations that arise from the production and communication of secret information, thus placing the idea of property at the core of trade secrets. If this claim stands, then either the outcome of the *Masland* case is significantly outdated and should be reversed, or the idea of property was merely irrelevant to its resolution. Indeed, addressing the issue oversixty years later in the case of *Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto*, the Supreme Court resurrected the property view by concluding that trade secrets constituted a form of property within the meaning of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution.

**II. The evidentiary role of contracts in trade secret law**

This section of the paper now turns to evaluate the idea that trade secret law is not only dependent on relationally specific duties for normative support but also on their evidentiary role. Most commonly, the relational obligations approach regulates the interactions between parties involved in business transactions and between employers and employees in departing employee cases. In these contexts, contract law governs the disposition of trade secrets through employment, non-disclosure, and non-competition agreements, which become valuable evidence of the plaintiffs’ compliance with the requirements that ought to be fulfilled to advance a successful trade secret misappropriation claim. Indeed, the DTSA requires that the plaintiff demonstrate he took ‘reasonable secrecy precautions’ to prevent the disclosure of the information to the broader public. For example, in a 2019 case, the
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Northern District of Illinois Court determined that if the plaintiff had not required the defendant to sign a non-disclosure agreement and had not established the confidentiality of the information, then the ‘reasonable measures’ condition would not be achieved. For this reason, scholars such as David Almeling and his colleagues have argued that confidentiality agreements act as the most crucial element when courts determine the cogency of trade secret disputes.

Furthermore, it is essential to note that the DTSA has failed to clarify and expand on what necessary steps have been taken to ensure the information retains its confidential quality. Consequently, its vague nature may imply that so long as a loose commercial definitional requirement is met, there is no limit to what can qualify and be protected as a trade secret. Critics have argued that this stretches the confines of trade secret law excessively and that the conception of trade secrets must be narrowed and managed through a contractual approach. This will help stir courts away from vague, set-in-stone notions and standards of commercial morality.

Nevertheless, while this paper does agree that contracts have significant evidentiary value, the objectives of trade secret law necessitate an approach that allows it to reach where relationally specific duties alone cannot. For instance, contract law is unable to cover ‘improper means’ cases and those situations where strangers acquire the secret by accident or mistake. This loophole is too important to disregard when considering the question at hand. At best, contractual relations only can serve a limited, evidentiary role when determining the existence of an explicitly legal confidential relationship between the owner of the information and a third party with whom he shares that information. On the other hand, contracts have significant evidentiary value, the objectives of trade secret law necessitate an approach that allows it to reach where relationally specific duties alone cannot. For instance, contract law is unable to cover ‘improper means’ cases and those situations where strangers acquire the secret by accident or mistake. This loophole is too important to disregard when considering the question at hand. At best, contractual relations only can serve a limited, evidentiary role when determining the existence of an explicitly legal confidential relationship between the owner of the information and a third party with whom he shares that information.
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22 Bone (n 10) 304.

hand, extending beyond the privity of contract to all subjects who ‘knew or had reason to know’ the information was improperly obtained provides greater flexibility for courts to stress that the breach is related to the commercial value of secrecy of the information rather than to an abuse of trust. A similar reasoning also applies to tort law. In interpreting the wording of the DTSA, it would seem somewhat odd if by ‘improper’ the courts had intended to exclusively refer to acts that are already governed by tort law, including trespass and theft, as this would make the existence of trade secret law essentially redundant. Instead, this term seems to cover a more comprehensive array of situations, such as accidental disclosures, that only a property approach to trade secret law has the necessary tools and underlying rationale to handle.

This argument is best exemplified through the case of *E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. Christopher*, where the defendants misappropriated a trade secret by photographing the plaintiff’s chemical engineering plant while under construction. This act of industrial espionage was understood as an improper ‘school boy’s trick’ that threatened commercial morality and hindered healthy industrial competition. Given the absence of a pre-existing relationship between the two parties and considering that no law had effectively been broken, this case does not seem to fit very well within the framework of either contract or tort law. Instead, understanding this misappropriation through the lens of a property rights approach helps determine the existence of a breach arising from the claimant’s fundamental right to exclude and impose an in rem duty on strangers not to improperly steal his secret intellectual work to gain a competitive advantage. Furthermore, David Friedman suggested that in such cases, trade secret law provides a more affordable alternative compared to a more substantial investment in physical secrecy that the claimants might have otherwise had to undertake.

24 Ibid.

25 *E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. Christopher*, 431 F.2d 1012 (5th Cir. 1970).

26 Ibid.

27 Claeys (n 14) 48.

III. Balancing the protection of secrets and policy goals

Having elucidated the limited usefulness of the evidentiary role of contract and tort law for the scope of trade secret law, this final section turns to the employer-employee model to explain the critical fairness and equity grounds to limit the relational model. Indeed, relational duties play a conflicting role in trade secret law, as they can be used to evade and circumvent the limitations imposed by this legal theory. To avoid and limit the court’s objective reasoning to determine the existence of trade secret misappropriation, employers often provide broadly worded contracts that enlarge the protectable subject matter, avoid secrecy precautions, and lack a clearly defined public domain exception. In this way, it is possible to restrict the former employee’s rights to the employer’s entirely subjective definitions of trade secrets that will most likely serve their own or their firm’s goals.

Furthermore, trade secret owners seek to curb their employees’ actions by taking advantage of their lack of negotiating power. By formulating non-competition contracts masked strategically as trade secrets, they are able to devise ‘pre-emptive strikes’ against the risk of the misuse of information. Recent empirical studies have also demonstrated that many employees are not even granted access to the secrets covered by such contracts, further
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weakening the connection between non-competes and their trade-secret protection justification. From this perspective, if the breach of a relational duty becomes the central justification for trade secret law, the potential for enforcement abuse significantly invalidates the countervailing benefits of trade secret law. Employing a relational approach fails to balance the trade secret owner’s interest to protect confidential information against the promotion of employee mobility and innovation. Arguably, this approach is unsettling and does not sit comfortably with notions of commercial morality. To resolve this tension, the contract should aim to explicitly define what constitutes a trade secret and what instead is mere confidential information, in this way becoming not only evidentiary but co-extensive and consistent with the policy objectives of trade secret law.

In light of the arguments that have been considered, this paper suggests that a property rights approach is more prone and better equipped to fulfil the broader functions and scope of trade secret law and I.P. law. Firstly, a property rights understanding of trade secrets provides a more balanced relationship between the plaintiff and the defendant, thus safeguarding commercial morality by avoiding the ‘catch-all’ trap that protects any and all information the employer subjectively claims to be confidential. While a relational approach would begin by asking whether the former employee accessed the information via the employer, a property approach would instead start by objectively assessing whether the information is secretive and protectable in the first place, regardless of how the employee learned it. If the information objectively fails to qualify as a secret, a property-based approach would disregard whether and why the employer subjectively perceived it to be confidential, treating the information under a more expansive view as the general baggage of skills, knowledge, and experience that the employee can transfer from one job to the other in the pursuit of innovation. In this way, the emphasis is placed on the commercial value of the secrecy of the
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information and does not contribute to reinforcing the hierarchical relationship between employer and employee. Hence, by framing trade secrets as property rights, courts are compelled to base their judgement on what the law is attempting to protect, and most importantly, for what reasons it requires protection, something that the relational obligations approach fails to consider.\(^{34}\)

Secondly, there also seems to be a reward-like function in attributing an ownership right to the discovery or creation of new information, which – as originally argued by John Locke – comes in the form of a prima facie right to use and control the fruits of one’s labour to their own commercial advantage.\(^{35}\) Granting this type of ownership protection provides even more incentive for the holder of a secret to disclose information that he would have otherwise been reluctant to reveal, thus encouraging the creation of inventions by promoting more regulated business negotiations. By imposing a single, clear standard on claims that would otherwise be supported by a multitude of different, conflicting legal theories and claims of free-riding, a property rights approach advances the goal of innovation without having to curtail the competition that is integral to a functioning market economy.\(^{36}\)

\(^{34}\) Lemley (n 1) 314.


\(^{36}\) Lemley (n 34).
**Conclusion**

Ultimately, the answer to this question must be instrumental to considerations of social and legal utility. This paper has argued that trade secret law must be developed and understood beyond the confines of a theory of relational obligations because this approach fails to achieve its underlying policy objectives. To pursue this argument, the purpose of this paper has been three-fold. In the first section, property rights were placed at the heart of trade secret law by reversing the common conception that a trade secret misappropriated is only in the light of a special confidence. Instead, this paper argued that a relationally specific duty arises from the owner’s need to control the information. The second section turned to evaluate the suitability of the evidentiary role of contract and tort for the scope of trade secret law, concluding that a relational obligations approach is limited and does not cover the full scope of trade secret law, including the ‘improper means’ cases. The purpose of this paper’s final section was to demonstrate that in the employer-employee context, a relational obligations approach to trade secrets fails to balance the employer’s desire to protect his trade secrets with the overarching purpose of trade secret law. On the other hand, treating trade secrets as a property right dependent on proof of secrecy and ownership ensures that courts are focused on protecting and advancing the policy stakes of trade secret law. As trade secret law continues to expand in scope and importance, it will be interesting to examine what approach U.S. judges will opt for when deciding upon future cases and evaluate whether an analogy can be drawn between their reasonings and the arguments presented in this paper.
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Introduction

Since the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has generally argued that "the more distinctive the earlier mark, the greater the likelihood of confusion”¹ when establishing the relative ground for refusal of registration, the contours of European trade mark principles have changed, becoming increasingly distanced from the context of an actual marketplace. This paper sets out to examine the desirability of this under-explored criterion in the light of contemporary marketing studies and new jurisprudence. My argument is twofold. Drawing on scholarly debates, I contend that the extent to which the CJEU preserves legal fictions and provides room for making normative corrections has recognisable benefits. Secondly, I argue that whilst deservedly protecting the source-identifying function of distinctive marks, this approach appears imbalanced and generates troublesome implications associated with market competition. The paper concludes that solutions from emerging jurisprudence only reinforce the need to recalibrate previous normativity so that more thought will be given to the effective balancing of interests when determining the degree of distinctiveness.

I. Principles of the Confusion Analysis

It is crucial to emphasise that Article 5(1)(b) of the Trade Marks Directive prescribes a three-limb test whereby the proprietor of an already registered trade mark may prevent the registration of a later sign or initiate infringement proceedings² if: a) the earlier registered mark and the later sign are identical or similar; b) the goods and services covered by them are identical or similar; and c) there exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public. Interestingly, given the formulaic nature of these provisions, the CJEU embarked on a

Sisyphean task of providing greater clarity through developing the so-called “global appreciation approach” for assessing the likelihood of confusion, with a number of guiding principles that stress the need to take into account all factors relevant to the circumstances of each case. For the purposes of this paper, note that ‘confusion’ refers to situations in which the public directly mistakes one mark for the other, or makes a broader economic connection between both marks, wrongly assuming that the respective goods originate from linked undertakings. Generally, the matter must be judged through the eyes of average consumers who are ‘reasonably well-informed, observant and circumspect’ but have imperfect recollection of the marks as a whole. One of the most controversial principles developed by the CJEU in the case of Sabel v Puma revolves around the notion of distinctiveness and stipulates that ‘the more distinctive the earlier mark, the greater the likelihood of confusion’. When determining the degree of distinctiveness, the court makes an assessment of the ability of the mark to distinguish the commercial origin of goods for which it has been registered. Marks with a highly distinctive character, either from inherent characteristics or because of the reputation they possess on the market (acquired distinctiveness), enjoy broader protection against confusion than marks with a less distinctive character. It then follows that there can be a likelihood of confusion, notwithstanding a lesser degree of similarity between the marks, if the goods covered by them are similar and the earlier mark is highly distinctive.

II. Towards Imbalanced Policy Implications?
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Many scholars claim that highly distinctive marks should not receive broader protection against confusion under this guiding approach of the CJEU from *Sabel v Puma* because it suffers from alleged arbitrariness and remains heavily detached from reality. According to empirical perspectives, consumers are less likely to be confused when encountered with some sign that resembles a well-known trade mark. The likelihood of confusion decreases in proportion to the distinctiveness of the mark. For example, consumers are hitherto more prone to purchase the wrong goods when it comes to 'less distinctive signs such as Eudermin and Eucerin for body care products' rather than those of the biggest market players where nobody will think that Starbucks has suddenly rebranded itself as Charbucks. Borrowing insights developed from recent marketing studies, such behavioural tendency stems from the mere exposure effect, whereby humans easily recognise and develop positive attitudinal relationships towards objects that have become familiar through repeated perceptual stimulus. Hence, distinctive marks are much better stored in memory than weaker marks because their companies maximise the sending of non-obtrusive signals which increase the exposure of the mark and fosters credibility as well as consumer preference for their products. Although some cases may justify offering additional protections, there has been a consensus within critical scholarship that the ruling of the CJEU remains symptomatic of a deeper disjunction between law and scientific research into consumer habits and therefore perpetuates “legal fiction that replaces empirical proof to protect highly distinctive trademarks.” But what is missing from such epistemological critique is a broader understanding of why there has been selective resistance to empiricism within European jurisprudence. Having identified a high dose of presumptive scepticism which was injected into the model of an average consumer, this paper suggests that the guiding approach of the

12 Kristin A. Scott and Margaret A. White “Mere Exposure as a Signal: Company Objectives and Research Propositions” (2016) 24 Journal of Marketing Theory & Practice 411, 417
14 Lotte Anemaet “The Many Faces of the Average Consumer: Is It Really So Difficult to Assess Whether Two Stripes Are Similar to Three?” (2020) 51 IIC 187, 197
CJEU effectively prevents the emergence of a self-serving mechanism for the branded goods industry. Since valuable proprietary entitlements are allocated during the course of the ‘confusion’ analysis, the overreliance on empirical findings would encourage all companies to dedicate disproportionate costs to consumer surveys demonstrating the likelihood of confusion. This has the potential to disincentivise all stakeholders. Instead of making investments into genuine marketing campaigns that strengthen the distinctiveness of their marks, resources may be diverted towards ‘quick and dirty evidence’. Using such tactics has the potential risk of leading to the manipulation of percentage or being tainted by leading questions, with the aim of shaping the desired scope of protection in the company’s favour. This risk illustrates that arguments made by critical scholars like Weatherall are not entirely convincing. Weatherall overlooked an important question posed by the decontextualized approach from Sabel v Puma - whether an average consumer ought to be confused. Hence, the CJEU deliberately preserves legal fictions to accommodate normative inflections when evaluating the responses of hypothetical consumers. Without the room for normative corrections within this global assessment, performing the role of a gatekeeper and balancing broader advantages flowing from establishing the likelihood of confusion would be a much harder task for the law. By juxtaposing those two streams of literature, I agree with the extent to which CJEU’s jurisprudence adopts a normative approach, which could be perceived as an evolutionary shift that enables the incorporation of policy considerations under its wings.

Nonetheless, there are some remaining difficulties associated with market competition. The categorization of trade marks need to be considered in order to fully understand these difficulties. Whilst granting broader protection against confusion from fanciful words and inherently distinctive logos, this broader protection does not necessarily translate into competitive advantages over third parties. On the other hand, non-traditional and figurative marks continue to be problematic in that the law is overly restrictive when it comes to marks
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from this category\textsuperscript{19}. Those non-traditional marks with \textit{acquired distinctiveness}, such as the three-stripe motif of Adidas or certain colour combinations, are not available in unlimited numbers\textsuperscript{20} and tend to optimise the appearance of certain goods like sports clothing\textsuperscript{21}. Granting them broader protection on the basis of high distinctiveness and enabling trade mark owners to assert exclusive rights may affect the availability of aesthetically functional elements on the market and therefore generate entry barriers for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) or newly established businesses\textsuperscript{22}. Despite the aforementioned restrictive issue, in the case of \textit{Adidas AG v Marca Mode}, the judges ruled that normative corrections should not be made in favour of interests of third parties, being reluctant to attach importance to the policy argument that competitors may also need freedom to use similar signs to decorate their products\textsuperscript{23}. By assuming that both categories of distinctiveness should be treated the same for the purposes of the ‘confusion’ analysis, the CJEU failed to appreciate that they may not share analogous implications.

Unsurprisingly, the judges opted for an investment-based justification as they emphasised that market reputation acquired by the three-stripe motif was the fruit of intense investments\textsuperscript{24} into branding campaigns, which incentives investment in such campaigns. This inclination resonates with the guidance from \textit{Lloyd Schuhfabrik v Klijsen} where the CJEU held that, when assessing the degree of distinctiveness, factors like ‘the market share and the amount invested by the undertaking in promoting the mark’ should be taken into account\textsuperscript{25}. The focus has been on protecting the primary function of trade marks as a badge of origin indicating the commercial identity of marked goods and lowering search costs for consumers\textsuperscript{26}. From this

\textsuperscript{19} Lotte Anemaet “The Fairy Tale of the Average Consumer: Why We Should Not Rely on the Real Consumer When Assessing the Likelihood of Confusion” (2020) 69 GRUR International 1008, 1020
\textsuperscript{21} Case C-102/07 Adidas AG v Marca Mode [2008] ECLI:EU:C:2008:217
\textsuperscript{22} Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property and Competition Law, “Study on the Overall Functioning of the European Trade Mark System” (2011), 52
\textsuperscript{23} Case C-102/07 Adidas AG v Marca Mode [2008] ECLI:EU:C:2008:217 [50]
\textsuperscript{24} Ibid [17]; Lotte Anemaet “The Many Faces of the Average Consumer: Is It Really So Difficult to Assess Whether Two Stripes Are Similar to Three?” (2020) 51 IIC 187, 198
\textsuperscript{25} Case C-342/97 Lloyd Schuhfabrik Meyer v Klijsen Handel BV [1999] ECLI:EU:C:1999:323 [23]
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perspective, stronger protection should be afforded to marks that are more distinctive after rounds of investment since those marks are more likely to be regarded as source-identifying in the marketplace\textsuperscript{27}. Nevertheless, this justification of the CJEU does not exhibit sufficient consequentialist reasoning because protecting \textit{non-traditional marks} has additional negative implications. Firstly, enforcing normative corrections only in favour of trade mark owners encourages standardisation of aesthetic features of goods to acquire the necessary level of market recognition (distinctiveness), and therefore receive broader protection against confusion\textsuperscript{28}. Such monolithic effect undoubtedly hinders creativity and innovation. Secondly, apart from adversely affecting design innovation for new products for both trade mark owners and their competitors, protecting \textit{non-traditional marks} may contribute towards smaller investment into product quality for existing goods\textsuperscript{29}. This means that capitalising on the attractive power of their marks presents businesses with a more effective short-term strategy to attract consumers towards their products and guarantee profitability, rather than devoting huge amounts to long-term product quality\textsuperscript{30}. Hence, the approach of the CJEU that grants broader protection against confusion when a mark is highly distinctive appears imbalanced and may generate dysfunctional twofold implications, both from the perspective\textsuperscript{31} of market competitors and trade mark owners. Although the CJEU leaves room for investment-based normative corrections in favour of trade mark owners, without giving equal weight to the policy consideration of keeping certain signs free\textsuperscript{32} (corrections in favour of competitors), their approach may unfortunately impede achieving undistorted competition, and the proper functioning of markets.

\textsuperscript{28} Irene Calboli “Hands Off “My” Colors, Patterns, and Shapes! How Non-Traditional Trademarks Promote Standardization and May Negatively Impact Creativity and Innovation” in I. Calboli and M. Senftleben (eds), The Protection of Non-Traditional Trademarks: Critical Perspectives (OUP, 2018), 288
\textsuperscript{29} Ibid. 288-289
\textsuperscript{30} Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property and Competition Law, “Study on the Overall Functioning of the European Trade Mark System” (2011), 100
\textsuperscript{31} Lotte Anemaet “The Many Faces of the Average Consumer: Is It Really So Difficult to Assess Whether Two Stripes Are Similar to Three?” (2020) 51 IIC 187, 210
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid. 192
One may question whether this imbalance has not been dictated more by happenstance than well-thought-out judicial reasoning. In recent decades, the original notion of distinctive character seems to have become somewhat looser. Even though trade marks were previously required to be unequivocally distinctive from existing products, distinctiveness has come to mean little more than simply having a potential to be distinctive – something that is original, interesting, or appealing to human senses. In other words, previously mentioned non-traditional and aesthetically functional marks are not genuinely distinctive of goods, they are integral parts of the goods, if not the entire goods themselves. Additionally, given that the Trade Marks Regulation has recognised the changed realities of the digital age and liberalised the requirement for graphic representation, the number of new registered multimedia signs is highly likely to increase. Such gradual expansion of non-traditional trade marks across Europe has correspondingly produced uncertainty over (the ironically) low threshold of high distinctiveness when establishing the likelihood of confusion. These changes strengthen the foregoing realisation that market difficulties generated by the presumption of broader protection against confusion if the mark is highly distinctive are more relevant today than ever before. On this basis, confining the reasoning towards investment-based justifications in Sabel and Adidas appears dubious and shows more concern with mindless box-ticking that rewards the notoriety of dominant brands at all costs. Nonetheless, in the seminal case of Chocoladefabriken Lindt & Sprüngli v OHIM concerning the registration of the shape of a chocolate bunny wrapped in golden foil, the reasoning of the CJEU explicitly emphasised the fact that those marks are 'common phenomena on the market which correspond to the
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customs of the industry\textsuperscript{39} that safeguard freedom of competition. Neither the shape of a bunny nor aesthetically functional elements were able to enjoy trade mark protection, even if wrapped into the cloak of a combination mark\textsuperscript{40}. Hence, this exemplifies that providing more room for competition-friendly arguments within European jurisprudence is certainly plausible and would not result in stretching the boundaries of law to their breaking point, both when assessing absolute and relative grounds for refusal\textsuperscript{41}. Whilst the CJEU adopted desirable corrections, at the same time, it has conveniently sidestepped and resisted engaging with more difficult and substantive questions. Its approach remains therefore largely unhelpful when delivering a transparent\textsuperscript{42} and supported process of reasoning. Without analogous attempts to counterbalance the automatism of granting more protection against confusion for distinctive marks, alleviating troublesome policy implications may be indeed perceived as a construed fallacy that cannot be achieved in practice.

III. New Jurisprudence, Yet Unresolved Problems

On the other side of the debate is the view that risks associated with reducing choices available to competitors when granting broader protection for highly distinctive marks could be overstated. What about the increasingly procedure-centred approach towards acquired distinctiveness? Drawing on Article 1(2) of the Trade Marks Regulation, the CJEU in Nestlé tailored a strict geographical requirement for registering non-traditional marks which are unlikely to be inherently distinctive and must therefore evidence an equal effect of their market reputation throughout the European Union\textsuperscript{43}. Instead of evaluating whether the overall
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\textsuperscript{43} Jointed Cases C-84/17 P, C-85/17 P and C-95/17 P Société des Produits Nestlé SA and Others v Mondelez UK Holdings & Services Ltd [2018] ECLI:EU:C:2018:596 [14]
population, reflecting a substantial part of Europe, would perceive the mark as performing the source-identifying function, that analysis shifted towards markets of individual member states\textsuperscript{44}. Any burdened party must produce evidence of acquired distinctiveness for every part of the European Union, and some further evidentiary basis for extrapolating that evidence\textsuperscript{45} if several member states are grouped for marketing purposes. Following the recent judgement from Adidas AG v EUIPO, there were some additional revisions of the European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO) guidelines\textsuperscript{46} that could make acquired distinctiveness even more difficult to establish. Given that the dictum elaborated that “the simpler the mark, the less likely it is to have a distinctive character and the more likely it is for an alteration to that mark to affect one of its essential characteristics”\textsuperscript{47}, it is clear that evidence which demonstrates distinctiveness based upon use of an insignificant variation of the applied mark cannot be admissible\textsuperscript{48}. On that basis, the court dismissed numerous pieces of persuasive evidence produced by Adidas because they covered products which bore signs other than the applied mark\textsuperscript{49}. Drawing on rigorous formalism from new jurisprudence, saying that non-traditional marks are set up to fail is not an understatement. This viewpoint is echoed by Conde who poses an intriguing question: “will it become more frequent to question the use of other well-known trademarks with a low level of or non-existent distinctive character?”\textsuperscript{50} Given that these threshold filters increase transactional costs of registration to the point of deterring stakeholders, they might contribute to the pre-emption of dysfunctional implications at the stage of the ‘confusion’ analysis. Hence, critical arguments regarding the approach of the CJEU from Sabel could be exaggerated because the new jurisprudence appears to have taken steps towards addressing former difficulties associated with competition.
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Whilst the cumulative effect of those developments certainly reduces the number of non-traditional signs that may be registered at the European level, that procedural strictness does not make previous policy considerations entirely redundant. According to Gangjee, companies will simply adapt to overcome hurdles that risks producing a substantial spill-over of marks to national registration systems which require proving market reputation merely within respective national borders\textsuperscript{51}. Proliferation of national registrations makes potential invalidity challenges increasingly difficult because third parties will be obliged to initiate proceedings in several countries which may naturally come to conflicting resolutions on matters of distinctiveness or functionality\textsuperscript{52}. Building on the impact assessment study from the European Commission, this legal patchwork arguably leads to 'discrimination and artificial barriers, since small companies find it increasingly difficult to compete with big multinationals\textsuperscript{53} because they spend considerably larger sums when attempting to question the use of particular marks across multiple countries. While laudable efforts into the development of electronic databases increased access to national registers, challenging non-traditional marks within that fragmented system is more complex and requires advice from external counsel, the costs of which tend to reflect the number of jurisdictions involved\textsuperscript{54}. As a result, larger-sized enterprises, with significant resources at their disposal, are more likely to absorb transactional costs that this framework entails\textsuperscript{55}. Somewhat paradoxically, devising alternative barriers through evidential avenues translates into the same competitive advantages of trade mark monopoly that the new jurisprudence was trying to alleviate. In this way, the normative approach from \textit{Sabel v Puma} continues to generate troubling twofold implications, both from the perspective of market competitors and trade mark owners. My analysis suggests that the issue of acquired distinctiveness cannot therefore be framed as a
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\textsuperscript{54} Ibid.

binary choice between keeping non-traditional marks freely available for others and complete removal from the EU market\textsuperscript{56}. Instead of perpetuating all-or-nothing rationale prevailing at the time of procedural registration, the jurisprudence of the CJEU should give more thought to the balancing of interests when determining the degree of distinctiveness in the enforcement context\textsuperscript{57}. This illustrates that distinctive marks should receive broader protection against confusion. Recalibrating this principle and departing from the rather unfortunate \textit{Adidas/Marca} ban on adopting normative corrections in favour of third parties ’ interests should be seriously reconsidered.

\textbf{Conclusion}

\textsuperscript{57} Dev S. Gangjee “Paying the Price for Admission: Non-Traditional Marks across Registration and Enforcement” in I. Calboli and M. Senfleben (eds), The Protection of Non-Traditional Trademarks: Critical Perspectives (OUP, 2018), 59
This paper has attempted to evaluate whether stronger protection should be afforded to marks that are highly distinctive. Whilst the approach of the CJEU facilitates desirable normative corrections in favour of trademark proprietors, confining their reasoning towards investment-based justifications remains both unsatisfactory and dubious. My argument suggests that more weight should be explicitly given to another consideration of keeping certain non-traditional signs free for competitors. Hence, if possible reforms of the approach are not revisited, achieving the trade mark policy of balanced functioning of markets alongside fair competition will remain the greatest unseized opportunity of all.
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Are Robots Deserving of Rights?

A critical analysis of how human technological innovation may result in an extension of rights to autonomous cyborg living

Lucy Young*

Abstract - The human condition started to be defined by enlightenment thinkers, during the height of philosophical indulgence and theological sanctity. Something that 18th and 19th centuries could not predetermine was the haste in which the existence of mankind would develop past flesh and bone, and towards steel and artificial coding. This article observes the journey towards a cyborg existence, starting from the early days of Kant and Locke to the more recent era of Parfit, Harraway and Singer. Ultimately, I develop a more technical discussion surrounding the realities of technological enhancement, starting with the distinction between human, animal and transhumanist rights, evolving into a practical discussion about legislative implementation of these sociological values. I also take on a discussion of Western regulation, compared with the developing world and its approach to data use and technological leapfrogging. I conclude on the motion that public policy is lacking on the regulatory front, leaving the door wide open for new transhumanist enhancements, whilst still lacking protections for developing nations.
Introduction

In order to understand the appropriate scope of the law on this issue, I will define what it means to be a ‘socially recognised agent’, both in today’s modern technological society and in previous ages. In doing so, I will address the developing abundance of artificial intelligence we see present amongst all walks of life, and whether AI machines are capable of consciousness, or deemed to be socially recognised agents; in contemplation of this, I will discuss whether rights should be afforded to AI machines, and on which grounds should they be based upon. I will raise questions regarding legal boundaries of AI altered humans, through reference to various biomedical and commercial practices that have largely excelled as a result of technological advancements, and how governing bodies have attempted to regulate or liberate cyborg freedom as a result. As Donna Haraway stated within The Cyborg Manifesto, “the difference between machine and organism is thoroughly blurred; mind, body, and tool are on very intimate terms”\(^1\). I will look to explore this in legal and philosophical contexts.

I. Defining Rights throughout Contextual History and Modernity

Primarily, we must establish what it means to be a ‘socially recognised agent’, both historically and within today’s society. In order to do this, we must understand rights from a normative and ontological perspective. ‘Human rights’ began as a 17th and 18th century European concept, tailored on the basis of religious values, with hastened development throughout England, in
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\(^1\) Donna Haraway, *A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology and Socialist-Feminism in the Late 20th Century* (University of Minnesota Press 2016) 36
response to an oppressive monarchy which resulted in The Glorious Revolution and subsequently, the Bill of Rights (1689). Oliver Wendell Holmes stated that “when we speak of human rights, we mean to mark the limits of interference of individual freedom that we prescribe to our conscience”; this is still paralleled in modern legal definitions today, as “a right, in its most general sense, is either the liberty (protected by law) of acting or abstaining from acting in a certain manner, or the power (enforced by law) of compelling a specific person to do or abstain from doing a particular thing”. In the 18th century, John Locke prescribed God’s natural law to protect all humans from harm in life, health and liberty. Acknowledging Locke, Rivero suggests, “it is nature that founds human rights; they are inherent to man, prior, consequently, to any society”. Kant believed human beings held a heightened sense of dignity and intrinsic worth, thus an increased degree of autonomy and a greater urgency for rights to define a societal moral order. This advocates the stance of speciesism, acknowledged by Peter Singer, where human beings are deemed more worthy of moral contemplation above all other creatures and agents. Alternatively, Engelhardt understands the legal protection of animals (and by proxy AI machines) to be unjustified, and a breach of human rights and liberties. He simultaneously believes that although all people are human beings, not all human beings constitute as persons - newborn babies, the severely disabled and vegetative patients are ‘non-persons’. Therefore, integrating rights for manmade intelligence is degrading for human beings who may not be classified as socially recognised agents. Bentham’s utilitarianism, that prescribed human rights as ‘nonsense on stilts’, would concur with this perspective.

Many philosophers see human rights regulation as a representation of cosmopolitan, western ideology that developed after the Enlightenment. Whilst Kant argued that this entailed application of human rights both within the state and externally, Pogge believed that human
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2 Oliver Wendell Holmes, *The Path of Law* (Harvard Law Review 1897) 457
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rights should be enforced ‘vertically’, replacing the wholly encompassing international bodies. More substantively, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 governs the rights and duties of ‘humans’ yet fails to identify what being ‘human’ legally entails. In 2017, motions towards the European Commission argued for robots to receive the status of ‘electronic persons’, yet unsurprisingly failed due to the ever changing nature of tech innovation.

II. Contextual Definitions of Socially Recognised Agency

Defining and identifying the scope of what it means to be a ‘socially recognised agent’ requires reference to synonymous terms used throughout ethical debate. Daniel Dennett proposes criteria for ‘personhood’, which includes rationality, consciousness, ability to reciprocate and communicate. A reductionist perspective, adopted by Derek Parfit, observes personal identity as a bridge of continuity between mind and body, and suggests we should not assume that humans exist outside of this realm. Speaking upon functionalist grounds, Dwight van de Vate clearly states that there is a distinction between personhood and ‘thinghood’, and this is highlighted when “we say that they [children, corporations, mentally ill] too have their rights. On the other hand, they are not allowed to defend their rights; we persons do that for them.”

Yielding this ability to assert rights on other beings is something we, as humans and as socially recognised agents, can use to distinguish ourselves from other potential agents worthy of ‘personhood’. Where Peter Singer argued for the personhood of Koko the gorilla, drawing upon traits acknowledged by Dennett, many philosophers have debated whether one can draw rational and synonymous ethical conclusions with AI machines and robotics; and if so, what
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types of rights should be afforded to machines if they are to continue the journey of technological enhancement. Where we may believe animals to have personhood, AI robots are different - machines are an extension of human nature. Therefore, if we continue to programme our identity into AI machines, one must also consider the ethical implications of having a ‘conscious’ humanlike moral compass enshrined in everyday, dependable tech.

Advancements have been made with ‘careworthy’ tech throughout many specialist universities. The Washington Post revealed that the US army deemed a robotics experiment inhumane after a machine’s ‘legs’ were blown off, but it kept crawling to safety. Ted Bogosh, a U.S. army robotics technician, even stated there were emotional connections to the robots, and that it is "like having a pet dog... It becomes part of the team, gets a name. They get upset when anything happens to one of the team. They identify with the little robot quickly. They count on it a lot in a mission”13. This is something that Margaret Boden has specifically warned us against - “there is no such thing as an ethical robot, or ethical online AI system. There is no such thing, there never will be such a thing”14. This suggests that AI machines are simply making morally relevant decisions based upon what humans have programmed into them, thus meaning it is impossible for them to be moral agents as they hold no autonomous responsibility. In divulging on similarities between humans and robots, one may conclude that “if the mind just is a complex algorithm, then we may eventually have little choice but to grant the same moral status to certain machines that humans have”15. One could explore Zoopolis (Donaldson and Kymlicka, 2014) and find similarities between ethical dilemmas concerning animals and robots - in the future, cyborgs may not have an easy off-switch, they could be made from organic materials and store human consciousness.
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III. The Changing Nature of Society, Law and Technology

In 1999, brain chips were created to enhance the senses; in 2000, a device was created to control the central nervous system of a living creature\(^\text{16}\). Kevin Warwick, developed methodology to connect the human mind to machines, through technical upload to a new physical form\(^\text{17}\). Objectively speaking, the persistent development of tech is far exceeding expectations established under Moore’s Law, with specialists like Dr Hans Moravec predicting computers will exceed capacity, thus human intelligence, by 2030. The international instrument allowing for humans to continuously benefit from scientific exploration under Article 15(1)(b) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights facilitates the necessary development of a human rights-based approach (HRBA) to rationalise and substantiate ‘consciousness’ within AI machines\(^\text{18}\). Both Canada\(^\text{19}\) and Australia\(^\text{20}\) have both acknowledged the growing likelihood of basing AI legislation on Human Rights, including reference to ensuring programming organisations of AI are held accountable through ‘Algorithm Review Boards’ and ‘Algorithmic Impact Assessments’.

This now associates with the main debate amongst specialists - should AI machines (if held to be socially recognised agents) be deemed worthy of individual cyber rights and responsibilities, or should governing bodies of said AI machines be held morally and legally responsible for


any potential wrongdoing? An interesting distinction, made by Matthew Liao (2010)\textsuperscript{21}, highlighted a theory surrounding moral status that suggested the possibility for AI to hold higher moral status than humans, with consideration that knowledge and capacity of AI is due to exceed that of humans in the near future. This compliments the requirement of species neutrality and overarching scientific empiricism, encouraged by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948). More recently, the European Parliament’s Committee on Legal Affairs called for a new category of individual within the recent motion for resolution (2016)\textsuperscript{22}, but assessment of consequences under Paragraph 31(f) resulted in drawing liability towards creators. Rather, “the development of robot technology should focus on complementing human capabilities and not on replacing them”, as recommended by the European Parliament\textsuperscript{23}, reflects eurocentric leniency in technological innovation, and their awareness that the autonomy of the robot is an extension of the autonomy of its creator. Bryson (2010) argues for liability to be placed upon the shoulders of AI creators as opposed to their subjects, simply leaving AI tech to be “tools we use to extend our own abilities”.\textsuperscript{24}

**IV. Practical Application of Cyborg Laws, Rights and Responsibilities**

The US has grown one of the largest AI markets in the world, prioritising weaponry and national defence. Christine Fox advocates the use of AI within the military, arguing on behalf of the Laws of Armed Conflict. Various American defence directives are still in place to control the capabilities of autonomous drones\textsuperscript{25}, some even referring to lethal autonomous weapon systems, but keeping language indistinct for widened interpretation. It is due to the hastily

\textsuperscript{22} Nathalie Nevejans, *European Civil Law Rules in Robotics* (European Commission, 2016) 14-19.
\textsuperscript{25} Specifically ‘Autonomy in Weapon Systems’, also known as DODD 3000.09.
growing AI market that policy makers are struggling to maintain the relevancy of legislation, nor can they understand the evolving depth of AI potential. This results in minimal constraints over the scope of AI development and use, and an exacerbated and highly competitive international market.

AI which is available for the public market includes eyegear, voice activation devices and autonomous cars. The role of driving usually depends upon the active agent’s perception and decision making skills, yet this application of individual judgement has been mastered by an automated system, and sold to ordinary citizens throughout the public domain. But where should the liability fall if an autonomous car were to crash on a busy highway? Although the manufacturer could be seen as ‘ultimately responsible for the final product’\(^\text{26}\), this would either deter companies from striving for innovation, or result in higher costs for consumers. The U.S. judicial system may simultaneously find that autonomous vehicles are more socially beneficial than they are detrimental - but this must be done with consideration to various Acts adopted by the U.S. Congress, which limits the possibility for courts to intervene.

The U.K. has since published two papers in consideration of autonomous vehicles, yet neither address cases for potential litigation and ethical implications regarding both the autonomous agency within the vehicle, nor the safety of individuals driving in the general vicinity. \(^\text{27}\) The government anticipates a £13 billion global market for AI systems by 2025. Whilst other countries like Russia and China heavily prioritise AI defence, the U.K. has prioritised 5G networks and Data Trusts, as well as greater focus on developing the technological capabilities in the NHS. Whilst the UK Ministry of Defence has discussed human-machine teams, as seen already in the States, this is not anticipated for a few decades to come. This indicates the fact that although tech is thriving in different ways on national scales, the lack of synchronicity will create many difficulties for foreign policy and international law. Current tensions already exist, as a result of the 2016 US election hacking and misappropriation of data, as well as the currently


unpredictable debris fragmenting in every area of global functionality as a result of COVID-19.

V. Limitations of Existing Cyborg Law

The global south is yet to catch up with Western understandings, and are often seen to ‘leap-frog’ past the developmental stages of tech innovation, resulting in a serious lack of national security. Many nations, such as India and Brazil, even rely upon national security to disrupt and ultimately shut down the internet without ethical consideration. For the West to assert cyber rights, but fundamentally abandon those who are still legislating digital security, could create foreign policy disruptions and create a rift between international economies.

The first common law consideration of cyber rights in connection with humans was the case of Riley v California (2014). This case established the general principle that police officers cannot conduct a warrantless arrest of a mobile phone, in the incident of arrest. Chief Justice Roberts justified this by stating the device is an “important feature of human anatomy”28, thus concluding the mobile phone held the same rights to privacy as the human being - the phone is simply an extension of the person who owns it. U.S. v Schlingloff29 held that a computer forensic practitioner could not use automated data filters to find criminalising evidence that is external to the original basis of arrest. Both cases are highly problematic for legal enforcement, as this sets constraints which heavily impact their ability to properly protect the general public. In consideration of this, the higher courts have failed to find common ground between the two cases, meaning there is still much speculation and debate in relation to police rights of warrants and examining digital evidence.

One discrepancy of legal coverage is medical AI30, whereby the implant or robotic limb is the subject of regulatory development, rather than the patient. The governing British legislation is

28 (2014) 573 U.S. 373
29 901 F.Supp.2d 1101 (2012)
found under Medical Devices Regulations 2002, and it refers to ‘accessory’, ‘system or procedure pack’ or ‘single-use combination pack’, proving reluctance for ethical discussion. Not only does this prioritise the requirements and characteristics of the technology itself, but it also fails to recognise the rights of humans in the ownership of such technology, and whether the AI constitutes part of the person, or whether it has its own separate agency. Alternatively, in the States, medical prosthetics are currently regulated under the FDA, which typically applies to commercialised food and other everyday items. This is problematic if one wishes to assert a strong ethical basis for AI machines - autonomous agents may be essentially paralleled with the typical supermarket product in the eyes of the overarching regulatory body. The same could be argued in relation to UDHR 1948 - the sole focus is the human species, yet the historic UN document fails to define what being ‘human’ entails.

Barfield and Williams (2017) explored the distinction between rights for property and rights for humans once a person has attached a cyborg machine to their person. What most researchers fail to acknowledge is the rights of the device itself, and whether it is capable of being lawfully wronged. This may be because adapting a prospective legal foreground could limit AI development, thus limiting international innovation. Alternatively, creating black letter legislation which either limits or extends the rights of cyber robots would set a definitive standard, one which is still highly conflicted within the cyber specialist community. But if one were to establish rights of AI tech, for machines capable of ‘autonomous’ thought and action, they would need to first refer to human rights; subsequently, another may recognise this as over-identification with cyborgs, and degradation of human beings as entirely sentient and moral agents.

---
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Conclusion

After all, AI is created and programmed by human beings, and everything that makes AI what it is, results from an extension of our collected nature and culture. Although I agree with the statement that AI cyborgs may be capable of adopting the title of being ‘socially recognised agents’, along the same tangent as human beings, I believe there is still a long road ahead for technological enhancement before they become self-sustainable, autonomous and independent; resulting in a greater journey for legal rights as a species of being. It would go against our own human nature and conscience to create beings that think, act and look similarly to us, yet afford them no rights of identity and essentially believe them to be slaves. In conclusion, assigning rights to creatures which are not self-aware is nonsensical, and extends the scope to an unnecessary extent.
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Abstract- The death of George Floyd on 25th May 2020 put the Black Lives Matter Movement in the spotlight in the Anglo-Saxon countries and resurfaced the issue of systemic racism in the Western World. The concept of state-sanctioned racism was not novel and was gaining momentum before that incident. In 1991, David Lloyd published his essay “Race under representation”, in which he argued that the state’s purpose is always assimilation of its citizens, but this can only be achieved by excluding those who cannot assimilate and become the desired citizen. Thus, he argued, the state policies are the source of racism. This article analyses David Lloyd’s article “Race under representation” in light of the impact of the war on drugs implemented during Ronald Reagan’s incumbency on Black Americans. It argues that its focus on crack cocaine instead of uniting the nation divided it along racial lines.
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Introduction

In the essay “Race under representation”, David Lloyd argued that there is one principal objective of the state and it is to unify its citizen-subjects in the state culture. He argued, that assimilation cannot be achieved by culture alone, which in itself is a half-measure to reach the desired objective\(^1\). Although culture is a broad term to describe the method of assimilation, in this context it could be understood as “the ideas, customs, and social behaviour of a particular people or society”\(^2\). The means of enforcing it are different. Firstly, the culture can be indirectly enforced by the social acceptance given or not to our behaviour, art, customs. Secondly, it can be reinforced on the state level. This enforcement is a direct one and is achieved through the law. From the reading of “Race under representation”, the author referred to the latter method of cultural assimilation.

David Lloyd continued that “(...) the process of assimilation, whether in bringing two distinct but equivalent elements into identity or in absorbing a lower into a higher element as by metastasis requires that which defines the difference between the elements to remain over as a residue.”\(^3\) For him, “(...) although it is possible to conceive formally of an equable process of assimilation in which the original elements are entirely equivalent, the product of assimilation will always necessarily be in a hierarchical relation to the residual (...)”\(^4\). As a result, racism originates on the state level. In a detailed analysis of David Lloyd’s work, Laura Chrisman explained that the process of unification is therefore achieved by promoting “exclusivism and individualism”\(^5\), hence alienating citizen-subjects who are not capable of adapting to the state’s

---

3 David Lloyd, “Race under Representation” (n 1), 73.
concept of the citizen. In that way, social diversity is thwarted and the state indirectly generates ostracism and racism towards individuals who can be assigned to Lloyd’s “residue”\textsuperscript{6}.

This essay will analyse David Lloyd’s idea on the example of the war on drugs implemented in the United States of America in the 1980s. For the purposes of clarity, I divided the essay into four parts. Part One will outline the purposes of criminal law and how they relate with David Lloyd’s objectives of the state. Part Two will describe how the war on drugs was implemented and what was its impact. Part Three will show that in the course of the war on drugs, criminal law deviated from its primary purpose and thus created the “residue” within the society that was prevented from becoming a group of assimilated citizens. It will be concluded that the measures implemented in the course of the war on drugs constituted a prime example of exclusionary politics that depreciated the notion of equality of citizens by alienating the drug offenders who primarily consisted of Black individuals from various areas of social and political life, effectively creating a group of second-class citizens.

\textbf{I. PURPOSES OF CRIMINAL LAW}

To understand the war on drugs, it is necessary to examine the primary function of the major weapon deployed by the US government against drugs, criminal law. John Stuart Mill argued that the principal objective of the law is to preserve and enhance the utility of the society, to advance “the permanent interest of mankind as a progressive being”\textsuperscript{7}. A more recent view, offered in criminal law textbook by Smith & Hogan and Ormerod, explains that the underlying purpose of criminal law is to forbid and prevent conducts that threaten or may threaten an individual or public safety\textsuperscript{8}. These two views justify the operation of criminal law. What is harmful to a person, or other people is counter-productive and, thus, the function of criminal law is to ensure that the productivity and utility of an individual and society are maintained and preserved.

\textsuperscript{6} Ibidem.
\textsuperscript{7} Patrick Riley, “The Legal Thought of J.S. Mill” in Enrico Pattaro (ed), \textit{A Treatise of Legal Philosophy and General Jurisprudence} (Dordrecht: Springer Netherlands 2009), 267.
Therefore, in David Lloyd’s words, the purpose of criminal law would be to “assimilate” individuals with law-breaking inclinations by correcting and restraining their deviant behaviour under sanctions conferred by criminal law upon commission of an illegal act. Having said that, the criminalisation of drugs that have serious adverse effects on their users preserves the safety of their potential consumers' physical and mental capacities\(^9\). As a result, drug-taking is discouraged and, if done already, prevented in the future. On the other hand, the criminal justice system ensures that criminal law is enforced and transgressors are corrected. Subsequently, both criminal law and the criminal justice system ensure that the citizen-subjects are unified and capable of being governed, having had their counter-productive behaviours restrained and corrected.

**II. THE IMPACT OF THE WAR ON DRUGS**

The concept of the war on drugs was not novel in American society. The “war” rhetoric was firstly introduced by Richard Nixon in 1971 as a response to mounting anxiety over the relationship between drug addiction and crime\(^10\). Nevertheless, the war on drugs gained its infamy during Ronald Reagan’s incumbency. He reintroduced it in 1982 to reduce the number of drugs being illegally transported to and consumed in the USA. He adopted a two-pronged approach. Firstly, he focused on the domestic level by fighting cocaine which became popular among the white middle and upper classes. Secondly, the US government wanted to reduce the drug flow from countries producing them\(^11\). As it turned out, the war not only failed to uproot the drug problem in the USA but had devastating effects on certain groups in society, particularly Black Americans. In this essay, I will focus solely on the domestic approach.

---


Even though the use of drugs had been in decline since the early 1980s, President Ronald Reagan declared the war on drugs in 1982 as a direct response to the anxiety shared by American society as well as the vast majority of the political class over the drug use in the USA\textsuperscript{12}. However, a new incentive to wage it was delivered in 1986 when the media “discovered” crack cocaine\textsuperscript{13}. Reagan’s administration conducted a poll that indicated that the general population was concerned about the new intoxicant\textsuperscript{14}. For the politicians, it meant that the anxiety presented an opportunity to gain public support and, at the same time, address a public health issue. As a result, the subject almost instantly received extra attention from the politicians, including the incumbent president Ronald Reagan\textsuperscript{15}. By taking advantage of the public concern, they made crack cocaine the top domestic enemy of the USA\textsuperscript{16}.

For a long time, scholars have been aware, and so the politicians, that the rises in social anxiety are accompanied by “surges in punitive attitudes and support for punitive policies”\textsuperscript{17}. In 1986, Reagan’s administration and political parties, including Democrats\textsuperscript{18}, were presented with an opportunity to show that the drug issue was being addressed, and that drugs use would not go unpunished. As a result, the legislative passed new measures, such as mandatory minimum sentences, and set up new drug-controlling institutions. Moreover, it rejuvenated older drug-tackling measures’ use, including Rockefeller drug laws or “three strikes and you are out” policy, which had triggered serious and fierce public debates on their effectiveness\textsuperscript{19}. New federal and governmental funds, such as Edward Byrne Memorial State and Local Law

\textsuperscript{12} Lotte Berendje Rozemarijn Westhoff, “Ronald Reagan’s War on Drugs: a Policy Failure but a Political Success” (MSc thesis, Leiden University 2013), 11.
\textsuperscript{13} Michelle Alexander, The new Jim Crow: mass incarceration in the age of colorblindness (New Press 2010), 5.
\textsuperscript{14} Lotte Berendje Rozemarijn Westhoff, “Ronald Reagan’s War on Drugs: a Policy Failure but a Political Success” (n 12), 22.
\textsuperscript{15} Kyle Grayson, “Discourse Identity, and the U.S. ‘War on Drugs’” (n 11), 151.
\textsuperscript{16} Lotte Berendje Rozemarijn Westhoff, “Ronald Reagan’s War on Drugs: a Policy Failure but a Political Success” (n 12), 22.
\textsuperscript{17} Henrique Carvalho and Anastasia Chamberlen, “Why punishment pleases: punitive feelings in a world of hostile solidarity” [2018] 20(2) Punishment&Society 217, 221.
\textsuperscript{18} Lotte Berendje Rozemarijn Westhoff, “Ronald Reagan’s War on Drugs: a Policy Failure but a Political Success” (n 12), 9.
Enforcement Assistance, were granted to the law enforcement agencies to specifically increase the resources available to fighting the drug epidemic^{20}.

Kyle Grayson argued that the “drug laws and the war rhetoric intended to form the American identity by demonstrating what is not American”^{21}. The fundamental objective of the war was uniting the nation by showing that the true American would not succumb to drugs so that his social and economic utility would be preserved, however depersonalising this may sound. For the legislative, the measures implemented during the war were designed not only to deter the use of drugs but also to reinforce values that oppose their use^{22}. However, due to the government’s focus on crack cocaine, the protection of the individual deviated to exclusionary protection from the individual. Crack cocaine was the cheaper variant of cocaine^{23}, however, there was no scientific difference between the two^{24}. Due to its low price, it was more easily accessible and, therefore, its use and negative consequences were more likely to affect more people. Moreover, it contributed to the spread of sexually-transmitted diseases, HIV in particular^{25}. However, because of its lower price, it was primarily used by Black communities who had lower household incomes than their White counterparts who consumed more powder cocaine^{26}. Consequently, the anti-drug policies introduced after 1986 had a disproportionate impact on Black communities, and in the methods of conducting the war and the entirety of its impact, the war on drugs became not a war against the crack, but a war against its users, primarily African Americans.

^{20} Michelle Alexander, *The new Jim Crow: mass incarceration in the age of colorblindness* (n 13), 73.
^{21} Kyle Grayson, “Discourse Identity, and the U.S. ‘War on Drugs”’ (n 11), 151-152.
^{25} Lotte Berendje Rozemarijn Westhoff, “Ronald Reagan’s War on Drugs: a Policy Failure but a Political Success” (n 12), 20.
As mentioned earlier, the media’s discovery of crack cocaine triggered a full-scale offensive against the drugs by law enforcement. The legislation was passed, and the new funds and grants made it profitable for law enforcement agencies to hunt for drug consumers. As a result, law enforcement agencies, in particular police, deployed the stop-and-frisk tactics\(^{27}\). Consequently, on paper, between 1980 and 1989, the number of drug arrests rose from 377,000 to 850,000, and the prison population more than doubled\(^{28}\). Moreover, at the height of the war in 1990, 46% of the prison population consisted of drug offenders\(^{29}\). However, deployment of the stop-and-frisk tactics had two catastrophic consequences. Firstly, the majority of new admissions consisted of non-violent drug users, seen by the state as criminals, as “almost 80% of drug offenders sent to prison in New York in 1999 had never been convicted of a violent crime”\(^{30}\). Secondly, stop-and-search frisk policy primarily targeted Afro-Americans because the police considered them more likely to be found in possession of crack cocaine, therefore, perceived as a lucrative source of subsidies to the local law enforcement agencies. Consequently, by 1992, almost every person admitted to prison for a drug offence was Black. Overall admissions of Black Americans grew by 117%, whereas for Whites only by 21%\(^{31}\).

Due to the rapid increase in conviction and prison admission rates, the number of prison bed spaces proved to be insufficiently large. In her study, Heather Schoenfeld refers to the case study of Florida, where due to such a shortage early release programme was introduced for drug offenders in the late 1980s. The programme caused the politicians to create a narrative that the law was “siding with criminals over hard-working Floridians”\(^{32}\), which resulted, between 1987 and 1991, in an aggressive prison-building scheme, to accommodate the influx of prisoners,

\(^{27}\) Michelle Alexander, The new Jim Crow: mass incarceration in the age of colorblindness (n 13), 77.

\(^{28}\) Doug Bandow, “War on Drugs or War on America” [1991] (n 9), 243.

\(^{29}\) Heather Schoenfeld, “The War on Drugs, the Politics of Crime, and Mass Incarceration in the United States” (n 23), 317.


\(^{31}\) Heather Schoenfeld, “The War on Drugs, the Politics of Crime, and Mass Incarceration in the United States” (n 23), 332.

\(^{32}\) Heather Schoenfeld, “The War on Drugs, the Politics of Crime, and Mass Incarceration in the United States” (n 23), 334.
victims of the war on drugs\textsuperscript{33}. This enabled the states to convict more drug offenders and incarcerate them for longer periods.

Here, it is worth recalling David Lloyd’s words that “all the measures taken by liberal cultural institutions in the name of assimilation are at best half measures”\textsuperscript{34}. It is true, the drug users needed help as they posed a threat to themselves and, possibly, to others. However, the majority of them needed a different kind of treatment than the one received in form of incarceration. Unfortunately, the state legislators did not consider alternative methods of tackling crack cocaine problem, such as education or medical and psychological therapy\textsuperscript{35}. They opted for locking up drug users indiscriminately to their reasons of its use, what enabled them to predicate that the drug problem was effectively addressed and that the drug users were being placed where they should be placed, in prison. Consequently, prisons became institutions that “assumed response to a wide spectrum of deviant behaviour”\textsuperscript{36}. They became instruments in the hands of the state politicians to advance their own political agenda by showing that drug users are punished and no longer threaten law-abiding citizens. Indiscriminate convicting and incarcerating of often vulnerable individuals turned out not to assimilate the drug offenders with the rest of the law-abiding society but to effectively exclude them from it.

However, huge conviction and imprisonment rates were only one dark side of a coin. The life of a drug offender was irreversibly changed after his sentence was served. As a result of collateral consequences, following a conviction and release from prison, the convict was tainted with the stigma of a drug offender for the rest of his life, and his reintegration with society was virtually impossible. In a study published by Jamila Jefferson-Jones, it was noted that by May 2018, there were over 48 000 collateral consequences of a criminal conviction, many of which

\textsuperscript{33} Ibidem.
\textsuperscript{34} David Lloyd, “Race under Representation” (n 1), 86.
\textsuperscript{35} Doug Bandow, “War on Drugs or War on America” [1991] (n 9), 246.
\textsuperscript{36} Heather Schoenfeld, “The War on Drugs, the Politics of Crime, and Mass Incarceration in the United States” (n 23), 347.
date back to the 1980s and 1990s\textsuperscript{37}. Among these, 74\% relate to employment-related restrictions, 8\% to housing-related restrictions, and 12\% to political and civic-participation restrictions, whereas other include education and governmental benefits\textsuperscript{38}. These directly impeded any efforts of a convicted individual to re-join the society on equal terms with non-convicted citizens upon his release from prison.

\section*{III. FORMATION OF THE RESIDUE}

To understand the long term impact of the war on individuals convicted of drug offences, it is worth mentioning Jeremy Bentham’s idea of a prison. In the 18\textsuperscript{th} century, he developed the idea of a panopticon prison which construction would cause the convicts to develop a feeling of being constantly surveilled by the prison guards. In Bentham’s mind, it would effectively reform the prisoners as their criminal inclinations would be hampered by that feeling\textsuperscript{39}. If the account is taken not only of the prison but of the entire operation of the criminal justice system, from incarceration to the post-release life of a convict, Bentham’s general idea of surveillance could be said to have been realised during Reagan’s war on drugs. For the drug offenders, the legal consequences of their conviction came forward at every step of their lives, creating an impression of being constantly watched. Nevertheless, its purpose was skewed, and instead of reform, it was used for surveillance and maintenance of exclusion.

Jamila Jefferson-Jones argued that the collective impact of incarceration and collateral consequences was dehumanisation and infantilisation. The former refers to the lack of recognition of the convict’s life value as a citizen. The latter refers to depriving the individual of his complete autonomy and hence sanctioning his legally recognised lack of capacity to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{37} Jamila Jefferson-Jones, “‘Community Dignity Taking’: Dehumanization and Infantilization of Communities Resulting from the War on Drugs” [2018] 66(5) Kansas Law Review 993, 999.
\item \textsuperscript{38} Jamila Jefferson-Jones, “‘Community Dignity Taking’: Dehumanization and Infantilization of Communities Resulting from the War on Drugs” (n 37), 1003.
\end{itemize}
govern himself or the country. With respect to dehumanisation, the collateral consequences ensured that the ex-convict could not join the society on equal terms with non-convicts. That was achieved by various economic and social restrictions. He was deprived of many public housing benefits, and his ability to find employment was always impeded by his status of an ex-criminal. On the other hand, infantilisation is best illustrated on the example of political and civic-participation restrictions. The most common form of collateral consequence imposed upon convicts was barring them from their right to vote\textsuperscript{40}, a right that is fundamental in the democratic society and is a guarantee of the equality of citizens before the law. As a result, convicts could not choose their representatives who would seek change on their behalf, and essentially were deprived of their share in running the country. They were virtually treated as non-citizens.

In light of that, criminal law and the criminal justice system created a surveillance and management scheme for convicted drug offenders. On release from prison, the system allocated individuals to a social group with the “convict label”. Although such allocation was invisible, criminal law and justice system ensured that their belonging there would be maintained. It restricted their social and economic mobility, thus maintained their dehumanised and infantilised status. A good illustration of that is the law introduced in 1991, under which anyone convicted of a drug offence had his driving licence suspended. Firstly, the law was directly discriminatory as there was no significant evidence of its effectiveness\textsuperscript{41}. Secondly, it significantly affected individual’s ability to economically and socially re-join society. It created problems with the accessibility of often distant jobs to which ex-convicts travelled. Because many metropolitan areas do not have an expansive transport system, not to mention the rural areas which often lack one, “86% of Americans use a motor vehicle to reach their place of employment”\textsuperscript{42}. The policy of suspending a driving licence for individuals who committed a drug offence narrowed the range within which ex-convicts could choose available jobs. What is more, financial status of an individual could further exacerbate this problem. Prison Policy

\textsuperscript{40} Jamila Jefferson-Jones, “'Community Dignity Taking': Dehumanization and Infantilization of Communities Resulting from the War on Drugs” (n 37), 999.

\textsuperscript{41} Joshua Aiken, “Reinstating Common Sense: How driver’s license suspensions for drug offences unrelated to driving are falling out of favor” (Prison Policy Initiative, 12 December 2016) <https://www.prisonpolicy.org/driving/national.html#bad_policy> accessed 13 July 2021.

\textsuperscript{42} Ibidem.
Initiative found that “93% of jobs in Palm Beach, Florida aren’t reasonably accessible to low-income communities relying on public transportation”\(^\text{43}\). As a result, they were significantly disadvantaged in improving their economic status as they had to choose the jobs that they could access, not the ones they wanted. Policies like that, together with other collateral consequences, had a long-term financial impact and, as a result, individuals who had been convicted of a crime earned less than individuals with non-offender status, therefore creating an economic division. Accordingly, ex-convicts often had to move to poorer neighbourhoods with a large number of other individuals bearing an ex-offender status who had found themselves under similar circumstances. Jamila Jefferson-Jones argued that the creation of such neighbourhoods, even though consisting of technically reformed individuals, suffered from the “courtesy stigma”\(^\text{44}\). In line with that, Henrique Carvalho contended that in times of anxiety and insecurity, such as those of the war on drugs, non-criminal communities are more unified as they share revulsion against those tainted with drug offender status\(^\text{45}\). Consequently, the ranks of law-abiding citizens were closed to those who were associated with crime and, even more so, to those who could be associated with the above-mentioned neighbourhoods. As a result, it made the ex-convicts less likely to create and maintain relationships outside their neighbourhood bubble, leading to “social and economic isolation”\(^\text{46}\). Effectively, every move of an ex-convict that could potentially break relationship with the assigned “convicts group” was, in a sense, inconspicuously observed by the law, and impeded whenever a chance occurred. It prevented him from obtaining better employment, social housing, increased political participation, or expanding social circles. It operated on the basis of Bentham’s panopticon prison with only change that the prison extended outside of its walls to the convict’s daily post-release life, in order to exclude him from the society by keeping his social and economic movement in check.

Having in mind the disproportionate targeting of Black communities and subsequent stigmatisation of life and its degradation after conviction, it is difficult to disagree with Michelle

\(^{43}\) Ibidem.

\(^{44}\) Jamila Jefferson-Jones, “’Community Dignity Taking’: Dehumanization and Infantilization of Communities Resulting from the War on Drugs” (n 37), 1004.

\(^{45}\) Henrique Carvalho and Anastasia Chamberlen, “Why punishment pleases: punitive feelings in a world of hostile solidarity” (n 17), 223.

\(^{46}\) Jamila Jefferson-Jones, “’Community Dignity Taking’: Dehumanization and Infantilization of Communities Resulting from the War on Drugs” (n 37), 1006.
Alexander’s contention that the war on drugs was the New Jim Crowe. Both, criminal law and the criminal justice system departed from their original purpose of preserving and enhancing the economic utility of the society by reforming and reintegrating individuals who did not fit the concept of the desired citizen-subject so that they could assimilate with others. Instead, an individual who stepped off the path of a righteous American was criminalised and incarcerated, not to protect him and his utility from the dangerous effects of drug use, but rather to ensure that he would not be a part of the society he lived in. Criminal law and the criminal justice system ensured that individuals with ex-convict status would be much worse off in life than those without it, what resulted in enforced segregation based on the existence of the criminal conviction. Conclusively, the disproportionate targeting of Black communities uncannily resembled the apartheid introduced by the Jim Crowe Laws. Subsequently, a two-class society was created. The first class consisting of those who had no criminal conviction for a drug offence, whereas the second class of those who had one, overwhelmingly people of colour convicted because of the state’s focus on crack cocaine.

Conclusion

This leads me to the ending of my analysis. David Lloyd’s contention that the unificatory policies of the state, the half-measures, promote racist exclusivism and individualism, on the example of the impact of the war on drugs, I believe to be correct. The war on drugs may have partly enforced the strong American identity and may have partly united people in their attitude towards drugs. However, the operation of both criminal law and the criminal justice system deployed in the war failed to achieve its ultimate goal, which was to eradicate the drug problem from the American society, and consequently united only a part of the society, primarily White, non-offending Americans. Crack cocaine users, who happened to be primarily Black, were neither united nor corrected to be able to be assimilated but, instead, were incarcerated and later tainted with their ex-convict status for the rest of their lives. As a result, upon release, they were excluded from the social, political and economic participation of the citizen’s life and their lives were subject to surveillance by criminal law and the justice system to prevent them from re-joining the rest of the non-convicted society, creating a class division. Those who happened to be tainted with the convict status suffered from the same division and exclusion that existed under Jim Crowe Laws.
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Vanishing Habitats

A critical discussion of the significance of climate induced displacement within international environmental law and what needs to be done

Aastha Walia*

Abstract – Climate induced displacement has become an increasingly prevalent and global issue. If left unaddressed, the issue will continue to increase in severity. This dissertation underlines the shortcomings of the international community in addressing climate induced displacement. The latter done through examination of current conventions and frameworks, established to combat climate issues and the extent to which they incorporate environmental displacement into their policies. Analysis explores themes such as the degree of international cooperation; specificity of policies to guide states; and the effectiveness of these mechanisms to address displacement. Drawing upon academic works and publications, this paper assesses the significance of displacement within current international environmental law. It determines the latter by examining circumstances which inhibit the international community from successfully combating the matter. Due to current provisions not providing adequate legal recognition and
protection to those displaced, this dissertation concludes that climate induced displacement is under addressed within international environmental law. This is particularly paramount for vulnerable states. Considering the limitations established and deliberations made, proposals are made to develop the process by which displacement can be addressed, as well as preventative measures to limit the volume of displaced people in the long-term. Furthermore, the mechanisms by which the burden of responsibility is shared by the international community to combat displacement are advocated to be amended. Hence, international law is suggested to be reformed to accommodate a growing, displaced population in the climate context. The paper recommends a shift in focus, in order to determine who should be responsible for combatting displacement and allocating resources to improve the adaptive capacities of vulnerable states against displacement.
Introduction

Anthropogenic influence has a staggering impact upon the environment. Modern production and consumption levels have rapidly increased greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, consequently catalysing rising sea levels; water shortages; and desertification. Meyers estimates that these changes in the climate will increase the number of those environmentally displaced to 150 million within fifty years.¹ This equates to 1.5% of the predicted global population (10 billion) of 2050.² This emphasises a necessity to address human mobility as a result of environmental degradation, ensuring those displaced do not continue to suffer. Current frameworks have been unsuccessful in addressing the issue due to opaque binding frameworks, incapable of ascertaining a solution for climate induced displacement. The latter due to the combination of failing to acknowledge the severity of environmental displacement coupled with political and social obstacles. Consequently, a lack of focus exists within the international community to ensure the protection of those affected by climate displacement. This is detrimental for those affected as they lack appropriate rights recognised under international environmental law. The international community must therefore establish effective, long-term mechanisms to aid those threatened with climate induced displacement. This dissertation will emphasise the significance of climate induced displacement, considering actions previously undertaken by the international community and the extent of their effectiveness. Upon analysis of current actions, I will consider the nature of displacement, subsequently proposing reformations and alternate frameworks to better govern the issue. This shall include recommendations to better identify those relocating, as well as imposing preventative measures that improve the mitigating and adaptive capacities of

¹ LLB student at the University of Warwick
² Ibid
¹ Norman Meyers and Jennifer Kent, Environmental Exodus: An Emergent Crisis in the Global Arena (Washington DC: Climate Institute, 1995)
² Ibid
vulnerable states. This way, displacement can be successfully addressed within international environmental law in the short and long-term.

I. Understanding climate induced displacement

1. Causes

Human mobility is arguably the greatest impact from climate change\(^3\). 2020 recorded 30.7 million displaced due to weather-related events\(^4\). Increased greenhouse emissions accelerated environmental degradation, exceeding precious forecasts. Gradual and sudden environmental pressures, such as prolonged droughts; rising sea levels; and mudslides exemplify the changing climate. Thus, land masses most vulnerable to environmental fluctuations are becoming uninhabitable. For example, Sub-Saharan Africa is predicted to experience a reduced availability of water due to environmental degradation\(^5\). Contrastingly, South Asia and the Middle East are suffering from water stress and rising sea levels\(^6\). Such extremes in climate have undoubtedly resulted in habitat damage, severely affecting people’s access to resources and standard of living. The rapid rate of environmental displacement is therefore a global phenomenon, rendering aspects of human mobility irreversible and difficult to mitigate. Should the average global


\(^{6}\) Ibid
temperature continue increasing at 2-degrees Celsius, coastal areas such as Osaka, Japan will risk becoming entirely uninhabitable. Furthermore, low-lying islands such as the Maldives, will be entirely submerged.

2. Severity

Environmental degradation has had a severe impact upon developing and developed countries alike. Although, the vulnerabilities of developing countries augment its detrimental impacts. The general lack of understanding regarding the link between climate change and certain population movements has resulted in its severity being overlooked. To illustrate, Bangladesh is considered most susceptible to climate induced displacement. Due to its high population density and two-thirds of the land mass being less than 5 metres above sea level (common characteristics for low-lying developing countries), Bangladesh anticipates a 50-centimetre rise in sea level by 2050, resulting in 11% of its land being submerged. The absence of preventative measures will increase this percentage. Extreme weather, combined with limited adaptive capacities, elucidate the detrimental impacts of climate change upon mobility in developing countries. It must additionally be noted, displacement is not a future consequence. Current riverbank erosion along the Bay of Bengal has pushed 50% of their rural population inland due to salinization.

Cyclones Alia (2007) and Sidr (2009) decimated housing, communication, and other

8 Matthew Wadey, Sally Brown, Robert J. Nicholls and Ivain Haigh, ‘Coastal flooding in the Maldives: an assessment of historic events and their implications’ (2017) 89 Natural Hazards 131
infrastructures in Bangladesh, with an estimation of 2.3 million households affected as a result\textsuperscript{11}. Similar population movements have occurred in Sri Lanka\textsuperscript{12}. Insufficient resources within vulnerable, developing countries underlines the necessity for the international community to comprehend and respond to climate induced displacement. Comprehension will allow for measures by the international community to be imposed, assisting states who are unable to do so independently.

3. **Concerns surrounding displacement**

The link between displacement and climate change is apparent. It can be argued that the international community has intentionally neglected the issue due to the pressure imposed upon areas to provide housing for those seeking refuge. Regarding rural-to-urban mobility, an influx of people can strain urban infrastructure. The International Organisation for Migration (IOM) recognises climate induced displacement is likely to result in overpopulation in already dense areas\textsuperscript{13}. Developing countries, many already suffering from overpopulation, are likely to jeopardise the availability of health and education services for the existing urban community due to displacement. While this may not be prevalent in developed countries, forced mobility can further result in periods of civil unrest and political concern for states. The latter and former can inhibit long-term development, an especially detrimental consequence for developing countries. McLeman notes a growing hostility against immigration policies from countries, resulting in


\textsuperscript{13} Oli Brown, *Migration and Climate Change* (IOM Migration Research Series No 31, 2008) Mc32
restrictive international migration\textsuperscript{14}. The US have exemplified this by hardening their southern borders under President Trump’s immigration deterrence policies, as well as Australia’s mandatory detention policy for unauthorised migrants\textsuperscript{15}. Developing countries seemingly mirror this notion; Following the 2019 election, India partook in discussions regarding stringent criminalisation for unauthorised immigrants. Countries predicted to be entirely uninhabitable, for example Bangladesh, will resultantly struggle to relocate to neighbouring borders (primarily India and Myanmar) due to hostilities. In light of these attitudes, a question is raised: for populations denied cross-border rehabilitation, where can they go?

II. Current frameworks governing displacement and their limitations

1. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

The extent to which existing frameworks address climate induced displacement must be examined to determine its current significance within international environmental law. Further, recommendations considering their limitations can be determined. The UNFCCC is a principal mechanism regarding climate deliberations, establishing numerous frameworks acknowledging displacement. Regardless, the UNFCCC overall fails to specifically outline how displacement is to be addressed, a further elucidation of the lack of focus on displacement by the international community.

\textsuperscript{14} Robert McLeman, ‘International migration and climate adaptation in an era of hardening borders’ (2019) 9 Nature Climate Change 911

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid
2. The Cancun Agreements

The 2010 Climate Change Conference in Cancun underlines preliminary acknowledgement of climate induced displacement. The adoption of the Cancun Agreements advocated undertaking ‘measures to enhance understanding, coordination and cooperation with regard to climate change induced displacement, migration and planned relocation.’\textsuperscript{16} As an initial step towards addressing climate displacement, the Agreements effectively understands the impact of environmental degradation upon human mobility. The Green Climate Fund exemplifies this. Financing projects in vulnerable countries to improve disaster prevention, it implements policies to address displacement in the long-term.\textsuperscript{17} Furthermore, the Cancun Adaptation Framework underlines the necessity of international cooperation to improve mitigation and adaptive capacities, improving response measures against displacement.\textsuperscript{18} These proposals suggest an acknowledgement of the severity of displacement, particularly in developing countries. Therefore, the Cancun Agreements can diminish the severity of displacement as it establishes a cooperative outlook to ensure the prevention of economic disparity between countries when combatting displacement.

As a preliminary mechanism, the Agreements denote encouraging progress towards combatting displacement. There are, however, hindrances to its success. Primarily, international cooperation is not regulated. State commitment is essential, otherwise success of the Agreements is limited. Without a binding provision, it is uncertain whether a state will uphold their climate commitments due to prioritisation of other matters. Indeed, the nature of international law is wholly non-obligatory and non-binding in nature, limiting the success of any agreement. Messing proposes near-binding arrangements; establishing an understanding between involved parties that their obligations are legally feasible, thus ensuring a pressure is maintained upon

\textsuperscript{16} UNFCCC ‘Report of the Conference of the Parties on its sixteenth session, held in Cancun from 29 November to 10 December 2010’, FCCC/CP/2010/7/Add.1, s.14(f)
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid
\textsuperscript{18} Ibid
Parties\textsuperscript{19}. Given that states often do not willingly prioritise climate action, an agreement of this nature will ensure displacement remains of significance and obligations are enforced under international law. Additionally, a process for transferring technologies and finance has not been sufficiently outlined. The Agreement states, ‘developing countries that are particularly vulnerable’ to the adverse effects of climate change should be highlighted. \textsuperscript{20}This fails to objectively determine which countries should be prioritised when allocating resources. Hence, some countries may be disregarded. Therefore, the Cancun Agreements are vague in their guidelines and so limited due to their potential to allocate resources unequally. Consequently, climate induced displacement will be insufficiently addressed under this framework.

3. The Paris Agreement

The 2015 Paris Agreement is an additional achievement of the UNFCCC, underlining the requirement of improving states’ vulnerabilities by ‘mobilising support for adaptation in developing countries’ in relation to environmental degradation\textsuperscript{21}. This indicates that the international community recognises the significance of climate induced displacement. This is highlighted by the Agreement encouraging the allocation of technology frameworks, infrastructure and financial resources as aid. \textsuperscript{22} These provisions suggest climate induced displacement could be tackled under the Paris Agreement.

Whilst its mechanisms could be applicable in principle; the Paris Agreement fails to go beyond recognition of the severity of displacement. There is little acknowledgment of the rights of climate displaced populations, and how such rights can be supported under international law.

\textsuperscript{19} Aaron Messing, ‘Nonbinding Subnational International Agreements: A Landscape Defined’ (2012) 30 The Georgetown Environmental Law Review 173, 185
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid s.11
\textsuperscript{21} UNFCCC ‘Report of the Conference of the Parties on its twenty-first session, held in Paris from 30 November to 13 December 2015’, opened for signature 12 December 2015 (entered into force 29 January 2016) 3
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid
What is more, the Agreement lacks specificity concerning the process by which displacement is to be combatted. For example, it lacks details on the extent to which aid should be provided. This ambiguity renders the Agreement inept because states are not provided with sufficient guidelines outlining their environmental displacement duties. States, therefore, could only fulfil a portion of their obligations. Instead, the Paris Agreement focuses on limiting the temperature increase from greenhouse emissions to 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. Indeed, this target will contribute to diminishing the rate of environmental degradation; and in extension, the rate of related displacement. Conversely, focusing on emissions does not allow for focus in the issue of population movements. For the framework to be effective, the lack of specificity must first and foremost be reformed. Thus, specific guidelines targeting climate induced displacement is necessary.

Paralleling the Cancun Agreements, the non-binding nature of the Paris Agreement should be critiqued. It indicates a lack of legal enforceability, providing little motivation for states to adhere to the Agreement’s provisions and address displacement. In addition to this, a lack of motivation inhibits the maintenance of concrete and deliberate action, preventing effective international cooperation. Subsequently, it is necessary for such Agreements to be binding in nature in order to improve their efficacy. Messing’s proposals would thus also be applicable to the Paris Agreement. Related policy frameworks are thus more likely to be effective in combatting the issue. Additionally, a binding nature must consider the procedure by which obligations are enforced, such as transparency and reviews of action taken as well as impacts on domestic policies. Without consideration of these factors, it is unlikely states will remain committed to frameworks. As previously mentioned, this will severely inhibit successfully combatting of displacement.

---

23 Ibid
24 Messing (no 19)
4. Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage (WIM)

WIM (2013) addresses the imminent impacts of climate change upon human mobility, by highlighting losses and damage in vulnerable states. It functions to provide support services (including finance, technology and capacity-building) and promoting a greater understanding of climate displacement. By enabling states to make risk-informed decisions and take pre-emptive action, WIM can be considered a feasible mechanism by which the adaptive capacities of states can be developed to combat displacement. In comparison to aforementioned frameworks, the Mechanism understands the need to impose immediate measures to tackle displacement, alongside preventing future risks. Like other UNFCCC mechanisms, however, WIM does not adequately outline the severity of displacement. Anisimov and Vallejo report a greater need for the facilitation of dialogue on the magnitude of climate impacts to successfully undertake disaster risk reduction. This indicates that, despite recognition of the severity of displacement, WIM outlines policies in a general manner. Indeed, it has not been determined which countries are liable for financing policies and how they will be identified. Therefore, to strengthen the framework, WIM must establish context-specific guidelines for policy implementation. Similarly, Byrnes and Surminski note that WIM must be tailored to specific countries to effectively address the nuances of climate induced displacement. They further recommend the

---


27 Rebecca Byrnes and Swenja Surminski, ‘Addressing the impacts of Climate Change through an effective Warsaw International Mechanism on Loss and Damage: Submission to the second review of the Warsaw International Mechanism on Loss and Damage under the UNFCCC’ (London: Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment and Centre for Climate Change Economics and Policy, London School of Economics and Political Science, 2019)
Mechanism act as an ‘international overseer by monitoring and reporting on progress.’ A regulatory mechanism is necessary in order to uphold state responsibility and ensure the required transfer of funds and technologies to vulnerable states. Without such amendments, WIM will be limited in addressing climate induced displacement.

5. The Nansen Initiative

Conversely, the 2012 Nansen Initiative highlights some overarching success by the UNFCCC to address environmental displacement. The initiative can be credited for the shifting focus on climate action by specifically functioning to protect those displaced. The Initiative outlines policy responses concerned with upholding human rights for those displaced - a provision otherwise absent from the aforementioned frameworks. The Initiative further acknowledges displacement occurs at national and international levels, thus providing long-term and immediate solutions to addressing displacement, the primary ones being to develop adaptive capacities and technology. Building on WIM, the Initiative expresses limitations regarding accountability. According to the framework, responsibility is placed upon states, enabling them to build local and national structures as a response measure to displacement. In addition, the Initiative generates greater international cooperation, generating interest from Norway, Switzerland and Mexico, all of whom pledged to ‘cooperate with interested states, UNHCR and other relevant actors with the aim of obtaining a better understanding of such […] movements.’ Should this willingness be maintained by the international community, climate induced displacement can be globally addressed.

28 Ibid
30 Ibid
31 Walter Kalin, ‘From the Nansen Principles to the Nansen Initiative’ (2012) 41 Forced Migration Review 48, 49
For the Initiative to be most effective, certain states must adhere to its guidelines. Major GHG emitters such as the US and China have remained accountable for approximately 27% and 11% of the world’s CO2 emissions over the last century respectively.\(^{32}\) In the absence of their commitment to combatting displacement, the Initiative will only be partially viable. Conversely, McAdam argues international cooperation is insignificant in combatting displacement.\(^{33}\) Rather, the Initiative must strive to amend existing international law to accommodate climate induced displacement. Given that, UNFCCC frameworks have been unsuccessful in combating displacement under current legal regimes, perhaps reformations are indeed required. McAdams’ assertions are therefore justified. Such reformations could be capable of accommodating for the rapid rate of displacement and the requirements of the international community to address it.

\section{6. The Peninsula Principles}

Paralleling the Nansen Initiative, the Peninsula Principles target climate induced displacement by espousing the protection of displaced populations under international human rights law, with a structured and preventative disposition. This includes enshrining the principles of non-discrimination, which likely addresses hostilities arising from cross-border movements. The Principles additionally appear better suited to addressing displacement as they initiate greater international cooperation. Countries such as the US, Australia, the United Kingdom and Germany - major greenhouse emitters - pledged to the Principles\(^{34}\). As a development upon these obligations, the Principles further advocate for vulnerable states to outline what they require in

\footnotesize
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order to combat displacement. Arguably, this is the most effective mechanism by which climate induced displacement can be addressed because it remedies aforementioned framework limitations. For example, the specific identification and allocation of resources for different countries coupled with a collaborative effort made by states to address displacement. The Principles, however, have not been established by a governmental organisation, unlike UNFCCC frameworks. Nor have they been approved by similar organisations. Given this, official implementation and enforcement appears difficult. Conversely, their detachment from institutions such as the UN arguably removes political prohibitions, ultimately inhibiting the international community from prioritising climate induced displacement. Enforcement mechanisms must be established, however, to legitimatise the Principles.

### III. Determining responsibility

**1. The “polluter pays” principle (PPP)**

The International Organisation of Migrants (IOM) notes, the relation between greenhouse gas emissions and environmental degradation is directly proportional. Primary polluters should consequently be held responsible for those forced to relocate. Similarly, US domestic law maintains that polluters are responsible for the effects of their pollution - ironically, the US are hesitant to uphold their responsibilities to mitigate their actions as major polluters of the international community. There are multiple mechanisms, however, by which states can be

---

held accountable for displacement in relation to their emissions. The PPP is a viable mechanism to assess this. Under international law, the PPP involves the imposition of taxation in accordance with polluters’ emission percentage. Arguably, a combination of America’s and international law’s definition would effectively identify who is responsible for addressing internal and cross-border displacement. This can be executed with a taxation mechanism, the finances of which can be used to invest in development projects for states vulnerable to displacement. Conisbee and Simms support this notion, arguing responsibility for the environmentally displaced should be regarded an extension of the PPP and those affected ‘should be recompensed and protected by those responsible.’ Furthermore, such taxations will deter current and future emissions, due to the subsequent increase in the cost of polluting. The principle has been enshrined into numerous conventions regarding environmental degradation such as the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) which explicitly states the cost of environmental degradation should be borne by the polluter. In light of this, application of the PPP is a viable principle by which the international community can aptly recognise actors upon whom they should impose policy frameworks to address displacement. As emphasised by Mamlyuk, without this, responsibility to address the effects of environmental damage and related displacement becomes the burden of the general community. Given the variances in mitigation and adaptive capabilities for states, this most certainly will inhibit climate induced displacement being effectively combatted.

Indeed, Mamlyuk’s assertions can be disagreed with. Given that states are generally unwilling to comply with tax-imposing mechanisms, the PPP may be difficult to impose and is thus more a

---


40 Consolidated versions of the Treaty on the Functioning of the Europeans Union (TFEU) [2012] OJ L 129/35, art 191(2)

theoretical notion as opposed to a practical one. To illustrate, the United States’ reluctance to embrace their environmental duties has been apparent with the Trump administration announcing its withdrawal from the Paris Convention by the end of 2020\textsuperscript{42}. Certainly, this unreceptive disposition will greatly hinder actions taken to combat climate displacement. Thus, Conisbee’s and Simms’ argument regarding responsibility is rendered futile. Arguably, this may be rectified by making the PPP a near-binding mechanism.

2. The equity principle

Effectively combating displacement involves vulnerable states improving their adaptive capacities. Imposing the PPP is insufficient in satisfying this prerequisite as its emphasis is on major polluters whom, commonly, are developed countries capable of independently combatting displacement. Therefore, there is a “divide” between states more and less capable of preventing displacement. The equity principle acts as an appropriate mechanism to rectify this division. It advocates an equal distribution of responsibility, as well as the capacities, technologies and finances of states. Moreover, it is necessary for the international community to adopt an equitable response to addressing climate induced displacement as it was asserted that ‘the right to development must be fulfilled as to equitably meet developmental and environmental needs of present and future generations.’ \textsuperscript{43}

This “divide”, however, created conflicting perceptions regarding the severity of displacement and how to fairly address it. Developed countries have generally been dismissive of the prevalence and severity of displacement. Members of the industrialised world are commonly


appointed to determine the sharing of resources, hence what they deem “fair” is likely to be skewed by their perception of displacement. The sharing of resources may resultantly be affected. Therefore, developing countries may receive limited or inappropriate resources to develop their adaptive capacities against displacement. Moreover, such disregard indicates a lack of incentive by the international community to address climate induced displacement. Indeed, the 2014 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report emphasises the necessity of burden sharing to address displacement, but there is little information as to its application, rendering it a vague and inept adoption of the equity principle. A divisive international community further hinders the combatting displacement because, Müller notes, the international community has no inclination regarding how to equitably manage burdens, such as future displaced Bangladeshis. Therefore, successful implementation of the equity principle is possible only by lessening this divide with compromise and a restructuring of states’ priorities. Without such reformations, the absence of international cooperation will continue, inhibiting the combatting of climate induced displacement.

**IV. Suggestions for a way forward**

1. **Distinguishing displaced persons**

There have been numerous terms of reference to describe environmentally induced mobility. Although they have been used interchangeably, it must be noted they are in fact distinguishable, connoting differing consequences under international law. Debatably, the lack of a singular term

---


45 Benito Müller, *Equity in Climate Change: The Great Divide* (Oxford Institute for Energy Studies with the support of the Shell Foundation, 2002)
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has contributed to the international community failing to address and identify the severity of displacement. It is therefore necessary to establish a coherent term for climate induced displacement which ensures the population gain legal recognition and protection relevant to their circumstances. This can be obtained by amending existing legal terms, such as “migrants” and “refugees”. Alternatively, to guarantee variances of the displaced population are accounted for, it may be necessary for a separate term entirely

2. Environmental migrants

Amending migrant status to allow for environmental migrants, may enable appropriate rights for those forced to relocate. The UNHCR defines migrants as those choosing to move to improve their standard of living, often searching for better labour opportunities or education. Under migrant status, individuals are subject to the legal framework of their new host country, although are generally protected from inhumane treatment or labour exploitation, which may arise from a hostile milieu. In a climate context, populations may predict displacement, and so pre-emptively decide to relocate. Thus, migrant status is applicable. To accommodate for environmental displaced people, the IOM have suggested migrants additionally be defined as those ‘who, predominantly for reasons of sudden progressive changes in the environment […] are obliged to leave their habitual homes or choose to do so […] and who move within their country or abroad.’ Existing migrant status must, in light of this, be revised to include those partially independent in deciding to move due to environmental degradation - not only those entirely independent (as inferred by the UNHCR’s definition).

---

48 (n 36) 13
The absence of these reforms makes the adoption of migrant status in the climate context invalid as it is not wholly inclusive of the displaced population. Migrant status can further be developed to predict the scale of displaced populations by examining migratory patterns. Ionesco proposes amending regular mobility pathways to determine migration strategies in relation to environmental degradation, subsequently imposing relevant protection policies to address climate displacement. In this way, she maintains, environmental migrants can be granted humanitarian visas into countries pre-emptively, as well as ‘regional and bilateral free movement agreements’ to address border control hostilities. Such a predictive framework can determine where displaced populations are likely to migrate, thus quickening the process for crossing borders and ensuring the protection for those already displaced.

On the other hand, an environmental migrant may be at a disadvantage, particularly post-relocation. This is because cross-border migration involves stringent immigration laws that are possessed by various countries and groups such as the United States, Australia and the European Union. Hostile attitudes inhibit migrants from entering certain countries or fully assimilating into their new homes. For example, they could be prohibited from political participation. As mentioned earlier, climate migrants may aggravate political, economic and social tensions, in light of climate talks being historically volatile within the international community. Arguably, these issues would only emphasise the feeling of displacement experienced by this population, despite having relocated.

---
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3. Environmental refugees

Adopting *environmental refugee* status may prove a more advantageous alternative for climate displaced people. Refugee status is a well-established term within international law, providing protection to those fleeing from states of conflict or persecution under the 1951 Refugee Convention.\(^{51}\) As contended earlier, environmental degradation is the consequence of anthropogenic action, similar to armed conflict. Therefore, those suffering from environmental consequences should be similarly protected. Hermsmeyer emphasises the inadequacies of the international refugee mechanism due to its denial of rights for the environmentally displaced population.\(^{52}\) Thus, numerous reforms are necessary for this term to be applicable. The necessity of internationally providing aid to environmentally displaced people has been repeatedly underlined. Given that rights granted under refugee status include support from aid agencies and the UNHCR, environmental refugee status will certainly contribute to achieving this.

Furthermore, state obligations to combat climate displacement is enforced. Should the rights of refugees expand for environmental circumstances, the Convention would ensure they are not expelled from another state or forced to return to their country whilst their lives still remain under threat.\(^{53}\) This is unlike migrant status, which does not guarantee protection from expulsion. Refugee status would therefore be an appropriate action towards addressing climate induced displacement, providing sufficient protection for those relocating.

Climate refugee status, on the other hand, is not without limitations. Ionesco maintains, current climate population movements are generally internal.\(^{54}\) Internal population movements, however, are not accommodated for under existing refugee law. Therefore, environmental refugee status

---
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does minimal to combat present, regional climate induced mobility. It is thus applicable solely in future instances when states become uninhabitable, resulting in cross-border movement. Additionally, considering the aforementioned political, social and economic tensions, it is undeniable environmental refugees would act as similar catalysts to these issues as environmental migrants. The United States, for example, is party to the 1951 Convention. Despite their commitments, the Trump administration has repeatedly expressed an unwillingness to accept refugees, claiming they ‘[do not] have any rights [in America].’\textsuperscript{55} This suggests, if refugees escaping armed conflict are unwelcome, climate refugees are unlikely to be treated otherwise. Consequently, environmentally displaced people may not receive viable rights under refugee status. Moreover, refugee protection may undermine necessary preventative measures against displacement. The adoption of environmental refugee status connotes long-term relocation elsewhere, thus repatriation to their original country is void. Should the international community shift focus on providing protection under refugee status, it may limit resources directed towards preventing climate displacement before relocation occurs. It is necessary population movements are minimised or temporary where possible, not encouraged.

4. Curating a new term

Upon deliberation of the terms above, curating a new term may be more appropriate. It is necessary, then, to advocate for a human rights-based approach by which international and internal displacement is addressed. Further, appropriate protections and resources must be legally recognised. While advocating the inclusion of environmental refugees within the protection of the Refugee Convention, Conisbee and Simms propose radical policy change to address the

limitations of existing terms.\textsuperscript{56} These policy changes could include the drafting of an entirely new Convention, specific to those suffering from environmental degradation. \textsuperscript{57}Certainly, limitations in existing terms of recognition can be addressed to ensure various circumstances of displacement are accounted for. Additionally, they suggest incorporating displaced people into the Geneva Convention under ‘environmental persecution’, ensuring they are protected from suffering.\textsuperscript{58} Adherence to these prerequisites guarantees effective legal protection against displacement. Parallel to this, those responsible for the persecution – major polluters – would also be held responsible for their actions. This could include the imposition of a fine under international law, which could then be used to finance projects in relation to addressing displacement. Without appropriate legal recognition and protection under international law, displacement will not be successfully combatted.

5. **The role of corporations**

The international corporate sector plays an integral role in combating displacement-related climate action. A 2017 report concluded that 100 active fossil fuel-producing corporations are responsible for 71% of greenhouse gas emissions. Corporate polluting habits contribute to state emissions.\textsuperscript{59} Hence, they are equally responsible for subsequent impacts on human mobility. Resultantly, a duty is owed, as members of the international community, to address displacement. Furthermore, international corporations tend to have a quasi-detachment from states and can function outside state control. This can address any political implications which arise due to environmental displacement. Additionally, emphasising the role of corporations can
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motivate state cooperation, due to corporate ability to influence states. Some corporations are already taking remedial action to correct their polluting habits, such as the BP Oil Spill Fund, established subsequent to the environmental harm caused by the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010. Similarly, funds can be redirected into projects developing the adaptive capacities of states. Abate develops upon this, suggesting the establishment of investment projects by corporations to combat displacement in both the long and short term.

6. Replacing vanishing habitats

Preventative measures are imperative to combat climate induced displacement. Should these measures be insufficient, however, mechanisms must be in place. To accommodate for inevitable displacement of vast populations, states can be “created”. An example is the artificial island of Hulhumale, in the Maldives. It was reclaimed and developed to be a more climate-resistance land mass, fortified with walls to protect against rising sea-levels. Hulhumale is predicted to be completed in 2026, following COVID-19 restrictions, and is projecting to house up to 130,000 displaced individuals. Indeed, for states such as Bangladesh, the creation of a replacement habitat appears the most suitable solution. Factors, nonetheless, inhibit the completion of such projects. Director of the Maldives Marin Research Centre, Shiham Adam, claims the greatest

---

inhibitor to the success of this reconstructive framework is finance. An obvious solution to this is the intervention of the international community to direct finance into such projects. Implementation of the Green Climate Fund would certainly aid in the development of such projects, as it would ensure capacity building for these states. But such geoengineering projects have not been globally recognised by the international community. Only the Maldives are currently undergoing such developments. These geoengineering projects must be expanded worldwide, particularly where relocation to the Maldives may otherwise prove arduous. This elucidates the necessity of international cooperation to address climate induced displacement, as additional projects require coordination and burden sharing to be successfully implemented globally.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the impact of climate change upon human mobility is of great significance. This has not been, however, appropriately brought to light under international environmental law. The international community is therefore obliged to make various reformations to current legal frameworks to successfully address the matter. It can be established, failure to act will universally result in detrimental consequences for people’s standard of living. Analysis of existing frameworks designed to combat the impacts of environmental degradation suggests that international institutions are wary of imposing policies which may interfere with domestic policies. Indeed, there have been strong inhibitors against combatting displacement. Based on these conclusions, it is necessary to establish succinct and concrete frameworks by which displaced populations can be legally identified and protected under international and domestic law. Vague and unimposing policies will otherwise continue to inadequately address climate induced displacement. Despite such policies, actions will remain insufficient in the absence of international cooperation and an emphasis on burden sharing. Variations in the vulnerabilities and capacities of states will be accommodated for in this regard, thus enabling an appropriate allocation of resources. Additionally, maintaining this ideology will ensure effective strategies thus allowing for an equitable mechanism by which the issue can be addressed and further regulate states’ commitment to combatting climate induced displacement. More extensive, concrete research may be required to outline the relation between state emissions and human mobility, and how polluting actions can be mitigated fairly to effectively adapt to displacement. In doing so, there can be an apt transfer of finances and technologies within the international community. Extensive action is required to combat climate induce displacement, but the international community must begin by acknowledging its growing significance for any implementation to be effective.
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Introduction

If ‘any claim is either in rem or in personam and there is an unbridgeable division between them’, then trade secret claims are the anomaly. On the one hand, the information holder can insist upon being owed an obligation of good faith – that they confided the information in the other party and their trust is abused. On the other, they can assert a property right over the secret – that the misappropriation devalues the secret they own and deprives them of that right. Put briefly, it is a debate between ‘you should not use/disclose the secret because you owe me an obligation not to’ and ‘you should not use/disclose the secret because I own it’.

Choosing either argument matters; hence this essay will explore the rationale and objectives behind both the relational and property theories. Considering how the nature of trade secrets corresponds to these objectives, it is contended that the property-right approach offers a more accurate and complete justification, both theoretically and practically. More specifically, since trade secrets also serve to incentivise innovation like patents do, affording them protection under the umbrella of intellectual property (IP) rights grants the information holder more robust safeguards over the information, while better balancing the interests at stake in a trade secret litigation.

I. Relational Approach

Under the relational approach, the trade secret claim is grounded upon a (confidential) relationship between the claimant and the defendant. Often referred to as a breach of confidence, this tort/contract-based approach reasons that the information holder has a right

---

1 Barry Nicholas, An Introduction to Roman Law (rev edn, OUP 2008), 100
2 Following the rise of positive legal realism in the 20th century, the relational approach contract principles ascended as the dominant jurisprudence for trade secrets, such that trade secrets misappropriation were also claimed as breach of contract, unfair competition, torts
in personam against the other party arising out of such relationship; and they ought to be compensated in the event of an unlawful disclosure/use because the defendant has abused their confidential position. The ‘trademark’ of the relational approach can be attributed to Justice Holmes’ judgment in *E.I. Du Pont de Nemours Powder Co v Masland*:

Whether the plaintiffs have any valuable secret or not, the defendant knows the facts [...] through a special confidence that he accepted. The property may be denied, but the confidence cannot be. Therefore the starting point [...] is not property or due process of law, but that the defendant stood in confidential relation with the plaintiffs.34

In other words, it is the confidential or fiduciary relationship that should be protected, rather than the information *per se*.5 The emphasis is not on the issue that a piece of information that should have been kept outside of the public domain is now disclosed/misused, but on the ‘asserted disloyalty’ and the alleged breach of a ‘one-way duty of fidelity’ to the information holder.6 The essence of the wrong, therefore, is the obtainment of an ‘unfair competitive advantage through inequitable conduct’.7


3 *E.I. Du Pont de Nemours Powder Co v Masland* 244 US 100, 102 (1917) (hereinafter *Masland*)


5 Tripathi (n 2), Schepple (n 4) 240; Tyler (n 4) 340, citing *Masland* (n 3) ('Du Pont was entitled to protection against disclosure of its information by Masland, without regard to whether the information was in fact a trade secret, because Masland had acquired the information in a confidential (employment) relationship')


7 Schepple (n 4) 242, citing *Atlantic Wool Combing Co v Norfolk Mills Inc* 357 F 2d 866, 869 (1st Cir 1966)
II. Legal Framework under TRIPS

Despite the relatively modest provisions, Article 39(1) of the TRIPS Agreement also aims to protect trade secret holders from unfair competition. For information to qualify as a trade secret and to warrant protection ‘against disclosure, acquisition or use by others without consent and in a manner contrary to honest commercial practices’ in the IP pantheon, it must satisfy the three elements delineated under Article 39(2):

(a) The information is secret in the sense that it is not, as a body or in the precise configuration and assembly of its components, generally known among or readily accessible to persons within the circles that normally deal with the kind of information in question;
(b) It has commercial value because it is secret; and
(c) It has been subject to reasonable steps under the circumstances, by the person lawfully in control of the information, to keep it secret.\(^9\)\(^10\)

Although the Article's objective to protect against unfair competition may give the impression of adopting a relational approach, especially considering that it has defined ‘[manners] contrary to honest commercial practices’ to include ‘practices such as breach of contract, breach of...

---

\(^8\) Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement), Annex 1C of the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization (signed 15 April 1994) 1869 UNTS 299
\(^9\) Article 39(2), TRIPS Agreement (n 8)
\(^10\) This definition of trade secrets under TRIPS has been transplanted into Article 2(1) of the EU Trade Secret Directive, which prompted the UK to enact the Trade Secrets (Enforcement, etc.) Regulations 2018. Directive (EU) 2016/943 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2016 on the protection of undisclosed know-how and business information (trade secrets) against their unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure (‘EU Trade Secret Directive’) [2016] OJ L 157/1
confidence and inducement to breach’; in actuality, the 3-prong definition depicts a property theory.

III. Property Approach and the Centrality of Secrecy

Property rights, or rights in rem, are about the relationship between people and things and ‘the way rights to use things may be parcelled out amongst a host of competing resource users’ – it is the idea of ‘me and the object against the world’. In that case, if the ultimate form of property rights is exclusive ownership, treating trade secrets as property and granting legal protection thereof means granting the information holder the right to restrict and exclude others from accessing the information. As such, insofar as it is possible to keep the information hidden, it is possible for the rightholder to own a piece of information.

Therefore, at the heart of the property-right approach is that the information is secret; hence the first element of the TRIPS standard. Contrary to the relational approach, ‘the starting point […] is not whether there was a confidential relationship, but whether, in fact, there was a trade secret to be misappropriated’. While the property approach would agree with its

---

11 Footnote 10, TRIPS Agreement (n 8). It also includes ‘the acquisition of undisclosed information by third parties who knew, or were grossly negligent in failing to know, that such practices were involved in the acquisition’.
12 Nicholas (n 1); Tripathi (n 2) 843
13 Bruce Ackerman, Private Property and the Constitution (Yale University Press 1978) 26
14 James W Hill, ‘Trade Secrets, Unjust Enrichment, and the Classification of Obligations’ (1999) 4(1) VA J L & Tech 1 at [23], citing Ruckelshaus v Monsanto Co 467 US 986, 1002 (1984) (‘as trade secrets are intangible […] the existence of a property right depends on the extent to which the owner protects the trade secret from disclosure’); Graves (n 6) 57 (‘if a court believes that a trade secret is a property interest, that interest stands or falls on its secrecy and disappears if shown to be non-secret’)
15 Lemley (n 2) 342 (‘[the requirement of secrecy] is a central part of what makes trade secret law work’); Hill (n 14), at [23], citing Kewanee Oil Co v Bicron Corp 416 US 470 (1974) (hereinafter Kewanee)
16 Article 39(2)(a), TRIPS Agreement (n 9)
17 Accordingly, and as will be further discussed, if the alleged secret is already in the public domain, the defendant could not be liable under a trade secret claim even if the information
counterpart to the extent that the type of information involved is not pivotal, the secrecy is a prerequisite because it is what provides commercial and economic value to the information and the possessor’s business, as manifested in the second limb of Article 39(2). By keeping the information outside of the public domain, the secret holder gains a competitive edge – a commercial value – over their competitors who typically deal with that kind of information. Without secrecy, not only might the owner suffer financial setbacks, but the information is also reduced to a mere piece of commonplace knowledge that the discoverer cannot commercially exploit. Accordingly, it is the monetary reward derived from the secrecy that justifies legal protection of secret information as property.

In fact, when trade secrets were first recognised by Anglo-American courts in the 19th century, they were justified as property via classical property theories. Take, for example, the Lockean proviso: a person’s labour is the foundation for property – they are a rightful owner of things was obtained through a breach of confidential relationship. See Tyler (n 4) 341, citing Vans Prods Co v General Welding & Fabricating Co 213 A 2d 769, 780 (Pa 1965)


19 Nuno Sousa e Silva, ‘What exactly is a trade secret under the proposed directive?’ (2014) 9(11) JIPLP 923, 929

20 Indeed, many businesses rely predominantly on secrecy to survive. Saunders (n 18); ‘Protecting confidential information and trade secrets’ (Pinsent Masons Out-Law Guide, 2 April 2020) <www.pinsentmasons.com/out-law/guides/confidential-information> accessed 14 April 2021 (‘confidential information and trade secrets can be amongst the most valuable assets a business owns. A competitive edge in the marketplace may rely on a business having certain information which its competitors do not’)

21 Tripathi (n 2) 843 (‘the protection of the information must result in improving the position of the owner of the information in contrast to the absence of protection); Saunders (n 18) 219 (‘the value might be measured by what the information yielded, such as increased market share, profits, or enhanced, production efficiency, or by the amount invested in developing the information’); Steven N S Cheung, ‘Property Rights in Trade Secrets’ (1982) 20 Economic Inquiry 40, 51 (‘from the standpoint of economics, a trade secret can be said to constitute property inasmuch as it generates income to its owner and is competed for by other individuals in society’)
taken from the common if they have joined their labour to those things.\textsuperscript{22} Correspondingly, in the trade secrets context, before the information holder has, say, compiled the supplier list or created a chemical formula, the information exists in nature as raw facts; only after investing valuable time and resources in developing the information\textsuperscript{23} – sourcing the suppliers or researching and developing the formula – that the information becomes the developer’s property.\textsuperscript{24}\textsuperscript{25} To further maintain the commercial viability of the information, they will continue propertising the information by taking subsequent protective and preventive measures\textsuperscript{26} – more labour – to keep the information secret, thence Article 39(2)(c).

Not only does the actual and physical alienability of the information strikes a chord of proprietary interest,\textsuperscript{27} the things people ordinarily do with trade secret resembles what people do with property.\textsuperscript{28} Trade secret owners are often regarded as having the exclusive right to use the information however they want;\textsuperscript{29} they can even publicly disclose it if they eventually

\textsuperscript{22} John Locke, \textit{The Two Treaties of Government} (first published 1689, McMaster University Archive of the History of Economic Thought 1999) 116; Tripathi (n 2) 844; Hill (n 14) at [18]-[19]

\textsuperscript{23} Scheppele (n 4) 39, citing Richard A Posner, \textit{The Economics of Justice} (Harvard University Press 1981) (‘corporations primarily want to conceal information that is the product of substantial investment’); Saunders (n 18) 212

\textsuperscript{24} Hill (n 14) at [20], citing \textit{Peabody v Norfolk} 98 Mass 452, 457 (1868) (‘[i]f a man establishes a business and makes it valuable by his skill and attention, the good will of that business is recognised by the law as property’)

\textsuperscript{25} However, note that for the purposes of UK criminal law, information (in the form of an exam paper) is not property (\textit{Oxford v Moss} (1978) 68 Cr App Rep 183).

\textsuperscript{26} Tripathi (n 2) 843, reasonable measures taken to maintain secrecy can be evidence of the information’s commercial viability.

\textsuperscript{27} Graves (n 6) 76; Frederick Henry Lawson and Bernard Rudden, \textit{The Law of Property} (3rd edn, OUP 2002) 14 (‘[a legal property right] is used to describe those interests which, broadly speaking (a) can be alienated’)

\textsuperscript{28} Ruckelshaus (n 14) 1002 (‘[t]rade secrets have many of the characteristics of more tangible forms of property. A trade secret is assignable […] can form the res of a trust […] and it passes to a trustee in bankruptcy’); Richard A Epstein, ‘the Constitutional Protection of Trade Secrets under the Takings Clause’ (2004) 71 U Chi L Rev 57

\textsuperscript{29} Lemley (n 2) 325 (‘the “property”, then, is not merely a right to exclude others from something in the sole possession of the plaintiff, but a right to restrict the access, use, and disclosure of information’); Hill (n 14) at [24], citing \textit{Envirotech Corp v Callahan} 872 P 2d
decide to do so, whereas anyone else doing the same (without authorisation) would be condemned and would potentially attract liability.\textsuperscript{30} This is reflected by the talk of dishonest acquisition/use/disclosure of trade secrets being misappropriation, hinting that trade secrets are things that can be taken away. Indeed, the competition is unfair because the ‘thief’ has not mixed in any ethical efforts in crafting the information; and to exploit it as if they were the creator amounts to stealing the other's property.\textsuperscript{31} Although after misappropriation, the owner will still own the information in the sense that it will not be suddenly erased from their memory, they are nevertheless deprived of the economic values and competitive advantages attached to the secrecy.

Therefore, under the property-right view, it is not the manner in which the secret was acquired that is the most reprehensible. Regardless of whether the thief was finessing their confidential relationship with an employer or hacking a company’s CCTV camera, or using some ‘school boy’s trick’ that is legal but somehow improper,\textsuperscript{32} the wrong of trade secret misappropriation is that the defendant has acquired something of substantial value to the holder, tipping the competitive playing field to their favour as a result.

\textbf{IV. Trade Secrets as Intellectual Property Rights}

\textsuperscript{487, 494} (Utah 1994) (‘a trade secret is a property right, “with power in the owner thereof to make use of it to the exclusion of the world or to deal with it as he pleases”’)

\textsuperscript{30} Tripathi (n 2) 844; Saunders (n 18) 243

\textsuperscript{31} This would also explain why certain methods of appropriating the information, such as independent discovery, reverse engineering, or even ‘learning a competitor’s prices by walking through their store during business hours, or attempting to predict a competitor’s business strategy’ are excused because they are honest efforts contributed to the competition. Lemley (n 2) 322; Article 3 EU Trade Secret Directive (n 10)

\textsuperscript{32} In \textit{E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co v Christopher} 431 F 2d 1012 (5th Cir 1970), the defendant was hired by a third party to take aerial photographs of the claimant’s chemical engineering plant. Whilst there were no laws preventing aerial photography, their conduct was held to be impermissible. Lemley (n 2) 318
Given the free-flowing and intangible nature of information, opponents would question the sustainability of the property-right approach because it may turn out that multiple parties have each developed and propertised the same information, making it impossible to identify the owner and offer them the appropriate protection.\(^{33}\) In light of this, it would be useful to examine the nuance of trade secrets as a type of intellectual property.\(^{34}\)

The requirement that the information must not be readily discoverable by the public indicates that the secret will inevitably ‘exhibit a degree of novelty’.\(^{35}\) If the information is easily discoverable, it should not even be deemed a trade secret from the outset. Likewise, once someone else is also capable of developing the information, this acts as a signal to the owner that it is time to ‘up their game’ in the competitive market. The information’s uniqueness and profitability are weakened, so it no longer merits the same protection as it did when the owner was able to exclude the information from its competitors and the public domain.

To this end, trade secrets do not only bear the exclusivity hallmark of intellectual property protection, they also carry an incentive to innovate which, coincidentally, is the same rationale for protecting other intellectual property.\(^{36}\) Some may argue that they are too different from intellectual property like patents and copyright – trade secret protection lacks a term of protection and a registration process\(^ {37}\) – but such differences are what make trade secrets a convenient alternative. In fact, the virtues of treating trade secrets as an alternative IP are acknowledged in *Kewanee Oil Co v Bicron Corp.* Namely, trade secret law can ‘[reach into]

\(^{33}\) Tripathi (n 2) 845; Cheung (n 21)

\(^{34}\) Lemley (n 2)

\(^{35}\) Hill (n 14) at [24], citing *Hudson Hotels Corporation v Choice Hotels International* 995 F 2d 1173, 1178 (2d Cir 1993) (‘an idea … must demonstrate novelty and originality to be protectible as a property right under “any cause of action for its unauthorized use”’); Cheung (n 21) 43

\(^{36}\) Lemley (n 2) 326, 329; Saunders (n 18) 217

\(^{37}\) Some may also attempt to apply the idea/expression dichotomy in IP law – copyright, patents and trademark are about protecting the ‘expression of ideas’ via public accessibility and disclosure (hence a registration process); however, trade secrecy protects the intangible ‘ideas’ itself.
corners patent law cannot as immediate and automatic protection allows protection over non-patentable subject matter or potentially patentable products under development.

Given the appeal of the monopolistic power attached to property rights, the only way to buttress these incentives and to assure inventors that they will have the first-mover advantage is to treat trade secrets as (intellectual) property. Indeed, ‘unless one gives to people property rights in the work that they have done, there will be insufficient incentives for investment in the production of that thing’, and ‘[w]hen secrets are necessary to ensure the production of information [...] the law should, if it values efficiency, grant property rights’.

V. Weaknesses of the Relational Approach

Third-Party Cases

Furthermore, there are circumstances where no pre-existing relational obligations are involved. For example, where a secret holder (A) is trying to sell their ideas at the negotiations stage, the potential investor or purchaser (B) would want to know about the secret in order to make an informed decision to deal. However, once the knowledge is disclosed, B no longer needs to pay A as the property has effectively been transferred. As a result, A will be reluctant to disclose the secret, and the transaction cannot be concluded unless they are ‘secure in the knowledge that the other side is not free to take the idea without compensating’. This is dubbed the Arrow’s Information Paradox.

---

38 Lemley (n 2) 313, 331; Sousa e Silva (n 19)
39 Kewanee (n 15) 485 (‘competition is fostered and the public is not deprived of the use of valuable, if not quite patentable, information’)
40 Scheppel (n 4) 39, citing Posner (n 23); Graves (n 6) 80 (‘allowing a property right in the product of inventive work encourages such invention by deterring free riding others’)
41 Scheppel (n 4) 41
42 Lemley (n 2) 336
43 Mario Piazza and Marco Pedicini, ‘What Arrow’s Information Paradox Says (to Philosophers)’ in Don Berkich, Matteo Vincenzo d’Alfonso (eds) On the Cognitive, Ethical
In this paradox, the relational theory is arguably sufficient to form the basis of a claim if it is B who breaches the confidential relationship.\(^{44}\) However, it would be much more challenging for A to protect the trade secret if B subsequently tells the secret to a third party (C) and C uses/discloses it dishonestly. Similarly, if A discloses the secret to a select few senior employees, and one of them sells it to C, A will not know whom to sue other than C. If all A has is a relational right against B, there will be virtually no direct route to claim against C – partly due to the lack of contractual privity,\(^{45}\) and partly because their right in personam is incapable of binding other parties who interfere with their secret.\(^{46}\) Even if A risks asserting that C owes them an equitable duty of confidence, the loosened connection will make it harder to establish such a relationship of trust and confidence,\(^{47}\) not to mention the intrinsically uncertain outcomes of equitable principles. This is even worse if the bad actor is a total stranger where no strings are attached, such as hackers or corporate spies.\(^{48}\)

Therefore, without a property-right-based trade secret law providing the certainty that their secrets will be automatically protected from the world at large, businesses and developers will

---

*and Scientific Dimensions of Artificial Intelligence: Themes from IACAP 2016* (Springer 2019) 84

44 Even then the duty breached will most likely be one implied out of equity; however, the precise scope and basis for a breach of confidence action is very ambiguous. For example, in *A-G v Guardian Newspapers (No 2)* (the Spycatcher case) [1990] 1 AC 109 and *Douglas v Hello! Ltd (No 3)* [2007] UKHL 21, an obligation may exist independently of any contract on the basis of an independent equitable principle of confidence. This essay would argue that it is rather absurd to assert breach of confidence without a pre-existing relationship of confidentiality.

45 Lemley (n 2)

46 *Hill v Tupper* (1863) 2 H & C 122, a classic case demonstrating the distinction a personal right and a legal right. Because the contractual promise only gave rise to a personal right, the claimant had no claim against the third party. His only option is to assert his right against the contracting party, for example to ask for an injunction forcing promisor to take action against the third party or to pay damages on behalf of the third party.

47 Scheppele (n 4) 240 (‘only the person who is in a relation of trust and confidence with the secret-holder is liable if the secret escapes as a result’)

48 Lemley (n 2) 331-32
either be prone to overinvestment in maintaining physical secrecy or disincentivized to disclose their ideas to potential investors.\(^{49}\)

**Risk of Protecting Non-confidential Information**

It appears that not only does the property-right approach offers a more accurate reflection of how people treat trade secrets, it also provides more robust and comprehensive protection than the relational approach. The latter is not wrong, but it is at best a secondary justification that is ultimately underpinned by a property theory.\(^{50}\)

The fundamental weakness of the relational approach is that it does not explain *why* the law should protect the specific secret in the first place. For example, the English breach of confidence model requires that the information must: (a) ‘have the necessary quality of confidence about it’;\(^{51}\) (b) be imparted in circumstances or on an occasion of confidence; and (c) be used in an unauthorized way to the claimant’s detriment.\(^{52}\) It is clear that protection is attained ‘[o]nce the information crosses the threshold of confidentiality and is transmitted on … an occasion of confidence’;\(^{53}\) however, only (a) is related to the information itself, yet it does not provide any insight as to how this ‘quality of confidence’ justifies protecting the business information, nor when the threshold of confidentiality will be surpassed.

\(^{49}\) Ibid 332-37. Lemley provides an insightful discussion as to how treating trade secrets as an IP helps to promote the dissemination of information. On the one hand, legal protection in trade secret serves as a substitute for investments in physical secrecy that companies might otherwise make. On the other hand, trade secret law serves to mitigate Arrow’s Information Paradox.

\(^{50}\) Even in *Prince Albert v Strange* (1849) 41 ER 1171, the leading case of breach of confidence, Lord Cottenham LC acknowledged (at 1178) that the action arose as an aspect of the claimant’s proprietary rights in the drawings. Paul Torremans, Holyoak and Torremans Intellectual Property Law (9th edn, OUP 2019) 554. Similarly, the US Supreme Court noted in *Ruckelshaus* (n 14) 1004 that in deciding *Masland* (n 3), ‘Justice Holmes did not deny the existence of a property interest; he simply deemed determination of the existence of that interest irrelevant to the resolution of the case’.

\(^{51}\) *Saltman Engineering Co Ltd v Campbell Engineering Co Ltd* [1963] 3 All ER 413

\(^{52}\) *Coco v A N Clark (Engineers) Ltd* [1969] RPC 41, 47

\(^{53}\) Torremans (n 50) 592
This model over-emphasizes the fact that the infringer has misbehaved by abusing the confidential relationship and the trust of the information holder, but ignores the value of the information and the kind of proprietary rights and interests attached. Thus, to deal with the breach of relational obligation and bad-faith conduct before identifying whether the alleged confidential information is a commercially valuable secret at all is to put the cart before the horse. As Lemley pointed out, a trade secret theory based purely on relational obligations is an empty logic as it ‘presupposes a wrong without offering any substantive definition of what that wrong is’.\(^{54}\)

On top of that, the point of limiting the scope of information protected to those that are remunerative and not readily accessible is to ‘ensure that no one claims intellectual property protection for information commonly known in a trade or industry’.\(^{55}\) Therefore, placing the relationship at the core of the claim instead of the boundaries of the information defeats the purpose of trade secret protection because it means that the claimant can prevail even if the information is not confidential.\(^{56}\)

**Employer v Employee Cases**

The risk of protecting non-secret information is particularly acute in circumstances involving departing employees, which make up the majority of trade secret litigation.\(^{57}\) In a typical dispute, as per Graves, employers would attempt to apply the relational view and simply lament over the employee’s unfaithfulness.\(^{58}\) If the courts do side with this assertion and deal with whether the information is acquired in ‘circumstances of confidence’ first, the employer could subjectively dictate what information is confidential/secret\(^{59}\) and ‘get by with a broad and

---

\(^{54}\) Lemley (n 2) 321
\(^{55}\) Ibid 317, 321, 342; Graves (n 6) 50. Moreover, if the breach of a confidential relationship is the wrong, then trade secret law is nothing more than contract law. However, this is not true as trade secret provides incentives to innovate which is not necessarily an objective of contract law.
\(^{56}\) Lemley (n 2) 313; Tyler (n 4); Graves (n 6) 47-57;
\(^{57}\) Ibid (n 2) 318; Saunders (n 18) 212
\(^{58}\) Graves (n 6) 49
\(^{59}\) For example, encompassing all written and oral information and materials provided by the employer as confidential information in the non-disclosure agreement.
vague list of general categories, rather than an identification of the actual trade secret’. The onus will then be shifted onto the defendant employee to persuade the court how the specific information (and potentially the associated complex technology) does not have a quality of confidence, and that they are facing a catch-all tort accusation and not a trade secret claim. Accordingly, the subjective tint of the relational approach ‘summons to mind a hierarchical power imbalance’ and enables employers to pursue quasi-trade secret claims under a tort/contract guise.

By contrast, property rights will have objective ‘metes and bounds’ – information developed and kept outside of the public domain is the holder’s property and deserves trade secret protection. In the same vein, information generally ascertainable in the public domain or forms part of the employee’s general ‘aptitude, skill, experience’ is not a trade secret and the claim can be dismissed regardless of what the employment contract says. In cases where the employee defendant contributes a good deal to the creation of the knowledge, their knowledge and skills can be measured against those possessed by others working in the industry or those readily ascertainable by competitors through inspection. For this reason, an outcome-determinative, property-based theory of trade secret protection is ‘most necessary to defeat attempts to turn non-secret, non-proprietary information into a basis for liability under a contract-based conception’.

---

60 Graves (n 6) 47
61 Ibid 46, 60
62 Ibid 45
63 Ibid 47
64 Ibid 47-48; Saunders (n 18) 218
65 Torremans (n 50) 592 (‘In defining what is confidential, the law is defining the boundaries of truth that is protected from revelation, and, in drawing this line, it is setting out the balance between the right of the individual or firm to keep a secret and the right of the public at large.’)
66 See the case study in Saunders (n 18) 213-14 for an illustration of the typical claim against a departing employee
67 Saunders (n 18) 218
68 Graves (n 6) 56, 76, citing Steven Wilf, ‘Trade Secrets, Property, and Social Relations’ (2002) 34 Conn L Rev 787 (‘viewing a trade secret claim as a property right focuses attention
Prioritising the secrecy question will avoid compromising the scope of information employees are allowed to take from job to job and their ability to utilise their enhanced experience and skills learned on the job. Consequently, this is a more balanced approach to mitigate the tension between employees, who have an interest in the autonomy to choose new jobs or leave unpleasant jobs without being restricted from entire fields, and employers, who have a proprietary interest that demands protection against exploitation by competitors. This way, a property conception that protects employee interests also serves a wider policy benefit of promoting employee mobility. Just as treating trade secrets as intellectual property incentivises businesses to disclose and innovate, it will allow greater dissemination of non-secret information learned on the job, which stimulates more competition and ‘the [economic] growth of nimble, creative start-up enterprise’.

---

on the boundaries of the claim itself, and shifts attention away from a relational theory under which an employee might be liable for using anything valuable learned from the job’

69 Graves (n 6) 44
70 Ibid 60, 83; Saunders (n 18) 244
71 Graves (n 6) 43
Conclusion

Long story short, the relational theory and the property theory are not mutually exclusive. However, the tension between them perpetuates a dilemma whereby having the confidential relationship as the starting point means that information will be protected as a trade secret even if it is not a secret; whereas placing the secrecy as the starting point will mean that the information will not be protected even if it was unlawfully acquired/used/disclosed. Whilst the latter is a downside of the property approach, if claimants want to claim over a breach of trust or any misuse/disclosure of non-confidential information, they should ground the claim in another area of law, instead of alleging a trade secret misappropriation.

A deeper analysis into the nature of trade secrets and the way businesses treat them as being excludable, albeit not permanently, shows that trade secret law should be underpinned by a property conception. Indeed, those who argue that trade secret as a property right provides ‘patent-style protection to non-patentable subject matter’ may not realise the efforts invested in developing the secret and the commercial advantages it can add to the owner’s trade. Further, a property right in trade secrets allows the owner to ‘prepare’ for different scenarios more than a personal right does, as demonstrated in the examples involving third parties and departing employees. As such, the property approach offers more solid protection to both claimants and defendants and better balances their competing interests. Therefore, given the values of trade secrecy and incentives attached to trade secret protection, and the resemblance it shares with other IP protection, the elusive and ambiguous nature of information should not preclude it from being protected as an intellectual property right.
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73 Torremans (n 50), citing Morison v Moat (1851) 9 Hare 241
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